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Summary 
 

Sweden lacks a powerful advocate who can represent the passengers in the public transport sector. In 

conjunction with the liberalization of the public transport market, the bus and rail services that have 

been opened up for competition and the allocation of responsibility within public transport has been 

divided into a several amount of actors. The liberalization has been positive for the passengers by a 

wider supply of transport services and also resulted in new service incentives. Within the commercial 

rail traffic market there is now a variety of tickets in different price ranges. The railway has also been 

vertical separated into operating traffic and infrastructure management, which have resulted in 

uncertain accountability at disruptions, for passengers such as the traffic operators.  Since the Swedish 

Transport Administration Trafikverket nowadays procures the maintenance of the railway, the 

authority has been criticized losing control over their facility.  

 

The new Public Transport Act was introduced in 2010 and provides the local and regional public 

transport to be procured by the regional public transport authorities. They decide which traffic in the 

region that should be offered as obligated service that will be subsidised. The state has been reticent in 

interfering with the regional authorities but has simultaneously in several governmental investigations 

identified shortcomings in public transport, for example in the systems for ticketing and information. 

On voluntary bases the industry has been collaborated since a long time for developing such common 

platforms but the progress has been slow. However the actors introduced a common digital portal for 

information and ticketing in January 2015. 

 

In Denmark and in the United Kingdom there are governmental funded passenger organizations today 

that comprise operations in quality measurements of public transport and offering support to 

vulnerable passengers. The organizations are trying to achieve improvements in supply, or demand 

economic compensation for the passengers in case of traffic disruption. 

 

With the Government's recent appropriation direction to Trafikverket, the authority now may support 

non-profit organizations activities that harmonize with the national transport policy objectives, which 

mean that financial support could be disbursed to the non-profit passenger organization 

Resenärsforum, which is the leading passenger organization in Sweden today. An establishment of a 

new authority, to ensure the passengers' interests would require a more comprehensive governmental 

investigation. Rather, the state needs to take responsibility by establishing a national traffic service 

program that could clarify the division of responsibilities among existing authorities. That could also 

comprise commission for actors, as well public as private, for example in operation passenger 

information at traffic disruptions. 

 

 

Keywords 
 

Passenger organization, public transport, passengers, liberalized market, advocacy 
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Preface 
 

Anyone who has used public transport services probably has encountered some kind of disturbance or 

disruption. Since I have been interested in public transport, as an important part of urban planning, I 

often have pondered the reasons why the public transport functions so poorly. Although I have 

probably more knowledge of public transport than every Tom, Dick and Harry, even I have felt 

perplexed and frustrated and wondered whom to address in order to get relevant information in case 

of a traffic disruption. In such situations I have also reflected how an unaccustomed passenger would 

have experienced a similar situation. 

 

During my university studies I have been working as a conductor on the city tram in Stockholm and in 

that professional role have interacted with many passengers, as well habitual customers as 

unaccustomed passengers. I have seen what challenges they have faced in their meeting with the 

public transport and have also experienced how the transport company has handled with arisen 

situations. 

 

Since last year, I have been engaged in the non-profit passenger organization Resenärsforum, which 

aim is to represent the public transport passengers' interests in Sweden. Since April 2015, I also hold 

the position as the vice president within the association. Through this work, I have gained better 

insight into the problems and its causes in the public transport sector. 

 

Within Resenärsforum there is an on-going process investigating different possibilities of long-term 

funding to develop a more potent passenger organization in Sweden. This work headed by Helena 

Leufstadius consultant at SWECO, has organized workshops with industry representatives, which have 

discussed various solutions for organisation and funding of a renewed passenger association. The idea 

of writing an essay in this topic emerged through internal developing process, but the thesis has been 

elaborated parallel and independently from Leufstadius work. However, I hope that the results of this 

study will become a valuable contribution in developing Resenärsforum. 
 

I would like to thank for the support I received in order to accomplish this study. First of all I want to 

thank the administration of the Department of Geography and Economic History at Umeå University, 

which allowed me to get the opportunity to write this master thesis. In support for the work my 

supervisor Kerstin Westin has given feedback during the short upstarting process. I am also very 

grateful for the positive attitude that my informants have shown and with short notice, set up for the 

interviews and benevolently contributed to this theisis. Finally, I would like to thank the near and dear 

that have supported me completing this work. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

The transport sector's share of the emissions of the greenhouse gases amount one third of the domestic 

emissions and 92 % of these are derived from the road transportation sector. Although the national 

climate change targets indicate that Sweden should have zero emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050, 

the emissions in the transport sector increase (Riksrevisionen, 2012). Nine organizations consisting 

companies and representatives within the public transport sector have, based on this reality, united in 

an aim doubling the passenger proportion of total transport's share by 2020 compared to the base year 

2006 (Ling, 2014). This ambitious target probably will require a more intensive dialogue amongst the 

public transport consumers; concerning improvements for passengers and how to attract motorists to 

select public transport instead. Today there isn’t any authority responsible for consumer issues in 

public transport (Olofsson, 2005). When the Swedish Transport Administration Trafikverket was 

founded in 2010 through a merging of the former Swedish Road Administration Vägverket and the 

Swedish Rail Administration Banverket was the so-called ‘sector responsibility’ removed. One part of 

this responsibility that concerned Banverket required that the authority should be in charge for all 

Swedish railway traffic also including the non-state owned (Resenärsforum, 2014). 

 

The first steps towards a liberalized rail market were taken in 1988 when the operation and 

management was divided into SJ and Banverket. In the course of 20 years, the liberalization has 

continued and ended in 2010 when all private operators were allowed to compete on the market (SOU 

2013: 83). During all these years, the railway has moved from being a coherent state company to 

developing into a plethora of governmental agencies, state-owned companies, commercial and 

contracted operators, contractors and cooperation organizations. For the Swedish passenger the 

liberalization has resulted in increased supply and more service options, but it has also achieved 

difficulties in accountability and compensation in the case of disruption, compared to when the 

railway was handled entirely by one actor. In the UK when the railway was deregulated in the 90s, a 

governmental funded passenger organization was founded at the same time (Resenärsforum, 2015). 

Denmark has since Autumn 2014 established a secretariat for consumer affairs within the public 

transport called Passagerpulsen and that is financed by the Danish state oil funds (Passagerpulsen, 

2015). 

 

 

1.1  Perspectives 
 

According to the French sociologist Bruno Latour (1987) science consists by inscriptions, which is the 

result of registered observations. Latour argues that knowledge creation can be explained 

mathematically by the formula (n + 1) where n is defined as an inscription, which the scientist 

subsequent adds, further observations. Latour distinguishes between an inscription and a 

representation. He claims that a representation is the sum of the inscriptions compiled by the 

scientist. Latour points out that it is important to understand the gradual process of creating 

knowledge by adding inscriptions to each other, and how earlier representations have been made. He 

also believes that the scientist needs to consider social relationships that have been affected by which 

instrument the scientist chooses to select in order to register the inscriptions. 

 

Latour highlights what happens to the receiver when someone makes a statement. He illustrates this 

with a scientist developing electric cars. In this case, Latour argues that the researcher has to interact 
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with economists, which may have a different agenda for the purpose. Latour asks therefore: Which of 

these perspectives are entitled and who should you believe? His answer is: No one, the future will 

judge. In this case it will be the future consumers of electric cars. Latour then continues to point out 

that consumers have to choice to either buy or not buy a certain product, in the same way you choose 

to buy an argument or not. Latour problematizes how we evaluate the delimitation of a scientific issue. 

Do we reject an issue of disinterest or could there be other hidden explanations? Based on this Latour 

considers that science can never entirely be divorced from being socially constructed, he terms it a 

collective process. Latour therefore claims that the rhetoric playing an important role both for policy 

makers and scientists. He argues that scientific texts are not isolated features, they rather are 

compilations and its validity depends on the argumentation, which is based on referenced quotes and 

how well it’s fitted in the current discourse (ibid.). 

 

In the anthology Approaches to Human Geography Nicholas Entrikin and John Tepple also 

emphasize the importance of understanding the ontological context in creating a scientific text. They 

take into account that the results might be depending on the background of the authors or and the 

informants. They also emphasize how our subjective values regarding life quality affect the community 

through the individuals’ selection of consumption and how we choose to engage in collective contexts 

such as politics (Entrikin & Tepple 2006, pp.37). 

 

 

1.2  Purpose and aim 
 

My interest for public transport within urban planning bases on the power of infrastructure that plays 

a major role in forming physical planning. In Sweden the planning for public transport concerns 

several democratically elected bodies, at national, regional and local level. Since Sweden and Great 

Britain have chosen to liberalize the railway markets widely, Swedish public transport consists of a 

comparatively large number of actors. In conjunction with recent discourse in urban planning raises 

the importance of sustainable transports, where a well-functioning public transport will play a more 

significant role. In addition to this situation, public transport still is struggling with such disorders, is 

one of the main reasons for choosing this topic. 

 

Since the Swedish public transport system consists of such a wide range of actors, it seems obvious 

that there should be some form of a supporting function for the passengers, who are the consumers of 

the services that the public transport operators offer. But public transport is also something that 

influences all citizens, even those who don’t use it, because of the subsidized system that partly 

financing public transport through tax revenues. Therefore there are several reasons as well financial, 

planning and environmental for making public transport more adequate. 

 

According to Göran Cars, professor in urban planning, the liberalization of societal functions has 

affected planning that is has been influenced by new links between politicians, officials and 

stakeholders from the business community (Cars, 1992). Therefore, I think that the Academy has an 

increasingly important role, highlighting societal problems that are not represented by vested interests 

instead has to assure the public interest. 
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1.3  Hypothesis and research questions 
 

Through an analysis of the challenges that public transport is facing, so would the hypothesis of the 

thesis be that a stronger voice for the passenger would help to improve public transport. The non-

profit passenger organization Resenärsforum, which tries to spread out the word from the Swedish 

passengers point of view, in my opinion haven’t been enough potent to influence the public transport 

sector sufficiently. Therefore, one aim is also to investigate the opportunities to find permanent 

financing of a more powerful passenger organization. 

 

The research questions of this thesis results in whether there is a need for a national passenger 

organization and how it could be beneficial. If so, how could such an organization be organized and 

funded? My intention is also to investigate whether there is a linkage between a more potent passenger 

organization and the possibilities to achieve the climate change objectives. 

 

 

1.4  Concepts 
 

The liberalized public transport market has spawned a new terminology that has evolved to describe 

the more and more fragmentized sector. A number of financial terms are now widely used in the 

context that different types of contracts have to be described when public transport is procured. To 

facilitate reading of this thesis a number of central concepts and a selection of key actors will be 

presented here. 

 

Infrastructure management 
The Swedish Traffic Administration here referred as Trafikverket is the infrastructure manager, which 

is responsible for the national roads and railways and is liable for its standard. The proportion of track 

kilometres that Trafikverket manages today comprises 90% of the Swedish railway system. In addition 

to this, there are also private or municipally owned railways, such as the Inlandsbanan or 

Arlandabanan. Trafikverket manages maintenance of the national tracks and roads, and procures it 

to various contractors (SOU 2013: 83, pp. 54). 

 

Property manager 
The state-owned real estate manager Jernhusen manages railway stations and terminal buildings 

which can be rented out for different types of station services, passenger service or buildings for wagon 

depot or other railway services (SOU 2013: 83, pp. 15). 

 
Transport companies 
The companies that are in charge of the operational part of the public transport are usually called 

transport companies or carriers. Today there are a variety of carriers in all modes of transport; rail, 

bus and boat traffic. The corporated former state rail company SJ still is one of the largest traffic 

companies for rail services0 and operates today on commercial basis with profit requirements. Other 

carriers discussed in the thesis are Keolis, owned by the French state train company SNCF, and 

Nobina which handles a third of all tendered bus services in Sweden (Keolis, 2015; Nobina, 2015). 
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Ticketing system manager 
Linkon was formerly a wholly owned affiliated company by SJ which has now partly been sold out to 

British SilverRail (Vagland, 30.04.2015). Linkon has by order of Samtrafiken [explained below] 
handled product development of ticketing systems and has been handled the distribution of the 

operator transcendence ticketing system Resplus that allocate ticket revenues to the authorized 

transport companies, and also have administered the retailers (SOU 2013: 83, pp. 165-166). 

 

Traffic principals 
The traffic principals are actually the name for the former regional or county controlled company that 

managed public transport in each county. The three largest traffic principals in Sweden are SL in the 

Stockholm County, Västtrafik in the Gothenburg region and Skånetrafiken in the region of Skåne. But 

the new Public Transport Act requires that each region has a regional public transport authority that 

sets up a regional traffic service program to ensure sufficient coverage of public transport services. 

 

Branch organizations 
The former county transport companies were represented by the organization Svensk Kollektivtrafik 

which today remains, but whose role has been changed since the previous transport companies today 

consists of 21 regional public transport authorities. Svensk Kollektivtrafik manages the national 

passenger survey Kollektivtrafikbarometern that annually performs approximately 50,000 interviews 

of persons aged 15-75 years, both those that uses public transport and those that do not (Svensk 

Kollektivtrafik, 2015). In addition, there are also transport-specific branch associations related to 

public transport such as Bussbranschens Riksförbund, Tågoperatörerna and Taxiförbundet. For 

motorists, there are two major organizations Motormännens Riksförbund and the trade organisation 

BilSweden. Overall, these organizations perform more or less advocacy and try to take advantage of its 

members. 

 

Cooperation bodies 
Samtrafiken is the most important cooperation organization in the public transport and is jointly 

owned by 36 carriers, which also include the regional public transport authorities, private rail 

operators and bus companies. Samtrafiken also has a mission of the Transport Agency 

Transportstyrelsen to manage the national public transport database Riksdatabasen that includes all 

scheduled passenger transports in Sweden (SOU 2013: 83, pp. 165). Swedish Association of Local 

Authorities and Regions Sveriges kommuner och landsting, SKL has since the introduction of the new 

Public Transport Act has gotten a more important role to support and coordinate the regional public 

transport authorities in their role of supporting its members managing contracts and establishing 

regional traffic maintenance program. X2AB is a development company that support innovation and 

efficiency in the public transport sector in order of doubling its share. X2AB will merge with 

Samtrafiken in 2015 (X2AB, 2015). 

 
Authorities 
Transportstyrelsen is the regulator for road safety and market surveillance that concerns public 

transport. The authority shall ensure the liberalized market to be competitively neutral (SOU 2013:83, 

pp. 59). Trafikverket is the infrastructure manager of roads and railways and is responsible for its 

condition. Trafikverket also assigns train operators the rights using the tracks by determining the in 

advance one-year fixed timetable tågplan. Trafikverket also operates the traffic management for all 

national railways. The agency for traffic statistics Trafikanalys is responsible for collecting and 
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compiling statistics in the transport sector (SOU 2013: 83, pp. 15). Rikstrafiken was until 2011 the 

state agency that took care of the nationally procured public transport. It applies to a selected part of 

the public transport that is subsidized because it is considered to be important. This applies e.g. Air 

traffic to Hemavan and Pajala, the night train traffic to Norrland and boat traffic to Gotland (Vagland, 

30.04.2015). 

 

Non-profit organizations 
Resenärsforum is a non-profit organization that covers various associations of commuters and 

individual members of total amount of about 7,300 people. The purpose of the association is to take 

charge of the passengers’ interest through different types of advocacy. Resenärsforum is today 

financed by membership fees and periodically granted with various forms of project grants from the 

Swedish Consumer Agency Konsumentverket and the Trafikverket (Resenärsforum, 2014). 
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2.  Methods 
 

In order to respond the research questions in this thesis is done by weighed together theory within the 

topic together with the collection of the empirical data, which together will be analysed to a result 

trying to answer these. According to the American philosopher Richard Rorty, there is possible 

through relevant research questions and through narration and reformulation of previous experiences 

get a better understanding of the problems of recent society (Rorty according to Allen in 2003, pp.12, 

pp. 18-23). 

 

Three classic scientific methods in science are the inductive, the deductive and the abductive method. 

Inductive method means that observation can presenting empirical knowledge, while the deductive 

method means that based on the theory the empirical data can be verified or falsified. The abductive 

method is when using both methods alternately. Usually examining an assumption based on a 

hypothesis. By considering the hypothesis based on theory and empiricism the outcome of the 

conclusion can lead to new theories (Gren & Hallin 2003, pp. 34-36). 

 

 

2.1  Delimitations 
 

The human geographers Martin Gren and Per-Olof Hallin’s definition of the human geography topic is 

explained by the trialectic; human/environment, the chorological spatial and the integrative 

systematic (Gren & Hallin, 2003, pp. 189-190). How this thesis is linked to human geography can be 

explained by the trialectics’ three fields. The first field concerns the human relationship to the 

environment and the thesis can relate this to the passenger’s’ place in recent society. The other field 

comprises territorial divisions and its horizontal spatial relationships between them, which the public 

transport traffic represents here. These two grounds are bound together through the third field that 

means that societal development can be derived through its physical distribution. In this case, the 

thesis will present how an investment in public transport infrastructure could affect the development 

of greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

 

2.2  Approach and design 
 

The thesis process can be divided into three main phases. The first part covers mainly literature 

studies, which in this case have comprehended scientific literature with methodological and theoretical 

issues. The literature in the empirical part consist governmental investigations, ministry 

memorandum, reports and archival sources from various agencies and organizations. The second part 

includes the interviewing process, that will be the major empirical basis and that the process of 

transcribing the interview is a heavy part. The final part of the thesis process involves the actual 

writing process which leading up to a seminar version that can be revised for the final edition. 

 

The design of the written thesis is divided into five chapters. The introduction part comprises scientific 

perspectives, purpose and aim, description of the hypothesis and the research questions. In addition, it 

also includes an explanation of key actors and concepts. Part two covers the used methods; the 

delimitation of the subject field, approach and design, the extent of the literature studies and the 

interviews, ethical reflections and source criticism and a final section on validity, replication and 

generalizability. The third chapter deals with the theoretical part, which covers theories in sustainable 
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transport, planning and decision-making and theories of citizen participation and models for 

passenger surveys. The final section also contains facts about the public transport sector. The fourth 

part covers empirical data and it is divided into themes for facilitate reading. It begins with a concern 

of the climate change issue accompanied by linking to the doubling target in the sector. This is 

followed by descriptions of the effects of deregulation and the development of the ticketing and 

payment system. The new public transport regulation is also described, which has been important in 

organizing public transport. The chapter ends up with reflections regarding the role of the state, and 

what role a future passenger organization may have. The final chapter represents the results of the 

weighing between of theory and the empirical data and provides some brief conclusions on the basis of 

the research questions and some suggestions for further actions. 

 

 

2.3  Literature studies 
 

The aim is through literature studies identify problems on the liberalized public transport market. The 

source material will primarily consist of governmental investigations; the investigator Gunnar 

Alexandersson’s railway organization report En enkel till framtiden (SOU 2013: 83), Åsa Vagland’s 

Res lätt med biljett (Ds 2015: 11), Lag om resenärers rättigheter i local och regional trafik (SOU 

2009:81) and the investigation of the climate challenges Fossilfrihet på väg (SOU 2013: 18). It also 

consist doctoral dissertations, theory literature, scientific articles and reports covering the theoretical 

part. The empirical data contain, in addition to the interview material, archival sources, internet 

sources, as well as consulting and organization reports. 

 

 

2.4  Interviews 
 

Five interviews constitute the thesis empirical basis. By selecting significant key persons in the subject 

area I also tried to cover different perspectives and political persuasions. Through my personal 

network that I have developed through different commitments in Resenärsforum and former 

involvement in transport issues, I have get in contact with several key persons as well in academia, 

politics, administration as industry representatives. The five selected informants was people that I 

have met before and that facilitated the possibility to set up interviews rather quickly. 

 

All inteviews was approximately one hour and took place at the informats’ officies except one interview 

that was held in a secluded place in a café. In the following order became the persons interviewed: 

Charlotte Wäreborn, CEO X2AB and former CEO of Svensk Kollektivtrafik 

Åsa Vagland, Deputy Director at the Ministry for Enterprise and Innovation Näringsdepartementet 
Jonas Åkerman, Researcher at Environmental Strategies Research at KTH  

Karin Svensson Smith, Chairman of the Parliamentary Transport Committee 

Kurt Hultgren, Secretary General, Resenärsforum 

 

These five interviews resulted in needs of more literature studies and step by step during the process 

step by step more relevant questions could be asked. The psychologists Steinar Kvale and Svend 

Brinkmann have formulated methods and techniques for qualitative interviews. They describe the 

arrangement of semi-structured interviews that the researcher bases the interview on an interview 
guide containing a summary of the topics that want to be raised and a list of suggested questions. 

Through this more opened interviewing method Kvale and Brinkmann argue that it facilitate the 
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possibility for the informant to develop the meaning of the replies and that the interviewer will get a 

better understanding of the experience of the informant (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). The interviews 

have been recorded, of course with the approval of the informant, and finally transcribed.  

 

 

2.5  Ethical reflections 
 

‘A researcher must always weigh the value of the expected knowledge contribution in comparison to 

the potential risks of adverse consequences for the participants.’ This statement can be found in the 

Research Ethics Principles for research in humanities and social science by The Swedish Research 

Council Vetenskapsrådet. In this document there are also four main ethical requirements; the 

information requirement, the consent requirement, the confidentiality and the utilize requirement. 

These requirements could be summarized the respondents should be offered information about what 

conditions applies to their participation, that it is voluntary to participate, that sensitive data should be 

considered confidentially and that the information can not be used for non-scientific purposes. 

Vetenskapsrådet also recommends that the respondent in advance should be able to take part of 

optionally own ethically sensitive statements that intended to be published. It is important to 

remember that the essay will be published officially and made available to the public.  Therefore 

should the scientist avoid disclosing sensitive information that in any way could be harmful for the 

informants in their representative role (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). 

 

 

2.6  Source critic 
 

Most of the empirical data consists of oral sources that have been transcribed. As far as possible I have 

tried to verify these sources with written sources and through selecting informants that are renowned, 

with good knowledge and long experience from the public transport sector my intention have been to 

ensure as good quality of data providers as possible. I have not changed any formulations in the 

transcribed interviews, although it have emerged factual errors. Concerning the literature, as far as 

possible, I have been using first-hand material from printed sources. As reflected in the perspective 

part it is not possible to entirely avoid that subjective views will affect the result. 

 

 

2.7  Validity and generalizability 
 

The results in a scientific study depend on the validity of the source material. By critically examine 

secondary sources, and with the help of arguing from multiple perspectives, automatically high 

credibility will be obtained for a wide readership (The Chicago Manual of Style, 2010). The selection of 

informants should primarily base on the purpose to answer the scientific issues in the best way (Kvale 

& Brinkmann, 2009). Generalizability can according to Staffan Larsson, professor in Adult Education 

be improved through distinct interpretation the results, in order to help others to understand 

processes or phenomena’s (Larsson, 2009). 
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3.  Theory 
 

 

3.1  Sustainable transports 
 

The concept sustainable development became widely known in conjunction with the UN conference in 

Rio de Janeiro in 1992. Prior that concept was launched in the report by the Brundtland Commission  

Vår gemensamma framtid in 1987. The importance of that report may be explained through the 

formulation in the first paragraph of the Swedish Environmental Regulation Miljöbalken, that likely 

corresponds to the commission’s definition ‘sustainable development implies that previous and future 

generations are ensured a healthy and good environment. Such development is based on the 

understanding that nature is worth to be protected and that humans rights to modify and exploit it, 

carries a responsibility in proper governance of natural resources.’ (Miljöbalken according to Nyström 

& Tonell, pp. 125) 

 

Until the 1990s, environmental concerns had little importance in urban and transport planning, but 

the situation today has changed, argue the authors of the book The Geography of Transport Systems. 

The authors addresse that there is a connection between high energy consumption and levels of 

economic development. Despite better awareness of the negative external effects and impact on the 

environment by the use of fossil fuels, they still bear about 85% of the entire energy use in the world 

and in the transport sector it currently represent 20-25% of the energy consumption in the 

industrialized countries, the authors claim. They also address the problem of availability of oil. 

According to some estimations the calculated remaining oil reserves would be sufficient for a 

continuing level of consumption, that we have today for another 30 years (Rodrigue et. al., 2009, pp. 

261-262, 267). 

 

Passenger transport has increased along with the globalization and today it represents 60-70% of the 

energy consumption in the transport sector, according to Rodrigue et al. It is particularly the car traffic 

that represents the greatest energy expenditure. A comparison between rail transport and road 

transport, in this example both is using oil as the source of energy a transport on tracks is four times 

more efficient than on roads. Concerned the CO2 emissions from the transport sector, the road traffic 

accounts for 74%, while the railway just causes 4% of emissions the authors claim. Car traffic not only 

gives rise to greenhouse gas emissions but also result other environmental complications such as air, 

water, noise etc. (Rodrigue et. al., 2009, pp. 263, 270). 

 

David Banister, Professor in Transport Planning, argues that if one wants to achieve more sustainable 

transports it requires a paradigm shift, that planning for car traffic has to be replaced by a system 

primary based on public transport, cycling or walking. Since we are living in a society based on 

infrastructure created by former ideals, Banister claims that we also have an institutional path 

dependence that prevents progress towards more sustainable transport (Banister, 2008). 

 

 

3.2 Planning theory 
 

The traffic planning researchers Bengt Holmberg and Christer Hydén reflect on general approaches in 

planning in their book Trafiken i samhället and identify different planning schools during the post-

war period. One direction emphasized quantitative methods that prevailed since the modernism era, 

which argued that planning based on mathematical models would achieve the greatest benefit for 
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society. The other school, stressed qualitative approaches, that emphasized experience-based 

knowledge and with skilled planners conscious of every circumstance would apply the most relevant 

analysis, the authors describe. They argue that current planning usually uses a mixture of qualitative 

and quantitative methods (Holmberg & Hydén, 1996, pp. 51). 

 
Per Lundin's doctoral thesis Bilsamhället addresses the influence of modernistic planning ideals which 

aimed to increase mobility in order to have faster transports on farther distances. The post-war 

planning primarily focused on facilitating accessibility for car traffic, which resulted in losses in 

competitiveness for public transport. Lundin's thesis also emphasize that society emerged a cultural 

where the car was seemed as an artefact for economic development (Lundin, 2008). 

 
The need for the planning in our time Holmberg and Hydén based in a desire to change perceived 

shortcomings in current society or to better meet up an expected future development. Also the 

awareness of common resources in terms of energy, land-use or financial resources are limited, and 

they argue that this have raised the interest for more efficient traffic and urban planning. 

Traditionally, infrastructure planning aimed to stimulate growth, Holmberg and Hydén claims. ‘Good 

communications contribute providing better access to public and cultural services etc. This will 

increase the attractiveness of a region both for businesses and individuals.’ Through taxation or 

subsidies, the state can impact the conditions for various modes of transport, which has consequences 

for the different modes of transport to develop (Holmberg & Hydén, 1996, pp. 39-44). 

 
How is the planning influenced? 
Göran Cars describes the urban planning as negotiations between private and public actors. The 

private actors have according to Cars gained more and more influence, and decision making can be 

traced through a formal and an informal process. Cars argues that the real decision-making takes place 

primarily in informal ways and then processes through formal orders (Cars, 1992). 

 

Holmberg and Hydén also stress these value that control recent planning. They argue that policy 

making should be governed by objectives formulated by ideological values. At the same time the 

authors also describe the commercial forces of our society that can have opposite opinion in which 

short-term profit interests may conflict the long-term objectives for the society (Holmberg & Hydén, 

1996). 

 

 

3.3  Decision making theories 
 

The concept of rationality can be traced back to the Enlightenment and has been reformulated by, 

among others, Weber, the Human geographers Jan Nyström and Lennart Tonell disclose in the book 

Planeringens grunder. ‘Rationality intends that one before a decision choose the option that best 

meets the material interests or demonstrable benefit of the decision maker.’ They continue: ‘The first 

phase in planning is formulating objectives. Subsequently, options for should be described and 

analysed in an impact assessment. The choice of options is made by objective criterias, which means 

that economic outcome and benefits to various stakeholders first can be separated and compiled 

through a cost-benefit analysis. When the decision bases on these options, they have been taken 

adopted the implementation of the plan can take action’ (Nyström & Tonell, 2012, pp. 90-91). 

 

Nyström and Tonell are critical to this classical rational model and argue that this order assumes that 

the planner completely can be isolated from external influences to make an objective analysis. They 
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stresses that faith in rational processes creates decoys. ‘This materialization and technification of 

human needs is probably the cause of many failures in spatial planning.’ The authors also stress that 

the rational decision-making process results into a bureaucratic expertise that is excluding and will 

prevent citizen participation (Nyström & Tonell, 2012, pp. 92-93). 

 

Kerstin Sahlin, Professor in Business economics argues that the rational decision-making is a myth, 

and that it rather functions as an ideology and never has worked in practice. However, she claims that 

‘The base for a decision often deals with rational arguments since quantification creates a sense of 

assurance’ (Sahlin, 1986, pp. 27).  

  
 

3.4  Public participation 
 

Ulf Stahre, Associate Professor in Ethnology describes the development of civic participation in 

Sweden over the last decades. He refers to a document from the State Democracy Commission in 2000 

that claims that the general development in participation has decreased in associations and political 

organizations. During the 1990s, the political parties lost one million members, and the traditional 

social movements also show declining membership, Stahre claims. He mentions, however, that the 

Democracy Commission identify an alternative type of non-hierarchical networks that has started to 

emerge. They can be new paths to achieve political objectives without following an internal democratic 

structure (Stahre, 2007, pp. 254-255). 

 

The sociologist Adrienne Sörbom also emphasizes that citizen participation not has diminished, but 

rather shifted from organizations to actions in everyday life. The individualization has not affected 

people's motivation to want societal changes, it just has adopted other forms, she claims (Sörbom, 

2005, pp. 156). 

 

 

3.5  Passenger surveys 
 

To increase the share of public transport more knowledge about passengers’ requirements should need 

to be gathered. This includes for example the measurement of consumer satisfaction, where a number 

of different models have been developed. One of them is the so-called Kano-model, based on the 

existence of three types of satisfaction attributes for a passenger. The most basic one is the journey 

itself, and in addition, there are performance and surprise attributes (Sauerwein et. al., 1996). It can 

also involve analysis of passengers behaviour linked to economic standpoints like price elasticity or 

willingness to pay, such as measured in the SP-method (Lindkvist-Dillén, 1998). One problem with 

measuring qualities for passengers Warsén & Göthlin (1993) claims that the concept of quality is 

owned by the user but that passenger surveys usually are formulated by the service provider. 
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3.6  Facts about public transports 
 

The definition of public transport can be clarified by the EU regulation for public transport regulation 

EC 1370/2007 quoted in the ministry memorandum Res lätt med biljett. It concludes that ‘passenger 

transport services of general economic interest provided to the society that operate continuously and 

without discrimination’. It regulates that authorities may provide subsidised transport services that is 

denser, safer, more qualitative or cheaper than the commercial market can offer. Contracts have to be 

signed for services with a contracted carrier for the assigned geographical area, which may not exceed 

a maximum of 10 years for bus services and 15 years for rail, metro and tram services. Each year the 

authority shall publish a report describing the compensation and exclusive rights. This European 

legislation is incorporated in the Swedish Public Transport Act Lag om Kollektivtrafik 2010:1065 (DS 

2015:11, pp. 10). 

 

Bus services account for 80% of the Swedish public transport services in terms of timetable kilometres, 

but if measured by passenger capacity, metro and train have a larger share of the supply. In 2013 the 

all public transport services were measured for one week by Trafikanalys to estimate the share of 

commercial and subsidised traffic in the sector. Only 9.3% were classified as commercial. The rail 

service consists of 38% of commercial traffic, while the share of the commercial bus service is only 4%. 

Local and regional public transport has increased steadily in recent years, 32% since 2000 (DS 

2015:11, pp. 11-13). 

 
Passenger rights 
EU consumer rights concern aviation, boat, bus and train services.  The final three modes of transport 

have been incorporated into the Swedish Public Transport Act, however, not local or regional 

transportation by taxi, metro or tram. Konsumentverket and Trafikverket act as regulators for this act. 

According to the act, all carriers shall provide information of their services to the common system for 

user information GTI. The information comprises timetables, stops, pricing, changing times and 

connections to other carriers affiliated to Samtrafiken. All information stores in the national database 

Riksdatabasen which can be used by the operators systems or by third party like Google or other 

application developers (DS 2015:11, pp. 23). 

 

Passenger rights related to public transport are governed mainly by EU regulations for the different 

modes of transport. The Train Passenger Regulation applies to all rail journeys within the EU 

regulated in Directive 95/18/EC, but does not apply for journeys by metro and tram. It declares that 

carriers which offers transport should both before and during the journey assist the passenger with 

information on general contract terms, schedules, terms and conditions for the fastest trip and 

conditions for the lowest fares, accessibility to facilities on board and the ability to bring bicycles and 

eventual seats or spaces for smokers or non-smokers. Information about ‘factors that can lead to 

interruptions or delays in traffic’ and ‘access to on-board services’ shall be provided. During the trip, 

information about the next station, delays, main connecting services and security issues shall be 

offered. Distribution of tickets sales on board shall, if possible, be provided if this is not restricted for 

safety reasons or by ‘reasonable commercial grounds’. If there are any possibilities to buy tickets in 

vending machines or in a ticket office, passengers shall be informed of the possibility of purchasing it 

via telephone, internet or on-board. The Bus Passages Regulation declares that carriers shall issue a 

ticket or another electronic document giving entitlement to transport. Information shall on request be 

awarded in the physical form. Passengers in a terminal should at disruption be informed no later than 

30 minutes after departure for a new estimated time of departure (DS 2015:11, pp. 24-25). 
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Regulations for compensation that should be paid out to those who experience delays or other 

disruption, and partly regulates carriers’ undertakings to provide information contain in Lagen om 
information till passagerare 2006:1116. The law is only of guideline character and there are lacks of 

sanctions against carriers who violate the law. Any supervisory regulations have not being linked to the 

law (DS 2015:11, pp. 32). 
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4.  Empirical data 
 

4.1  How do we achieve the climate change objectives? 
 

Background 
Climate change is a global societal problem that will concert all parts of the society. Jonas Åkerman, 

researcher at Environmental Strategies Research, KTH Royal Institute of Technology argue that the 

statements from IPCC and the Stern report, which estimated the costs of global warming, clearly 

pointing out a direction for which emission targets that we must state. Åkerman explains that the 

calculations of the CO2 emissions caused by the society are obtained by combining consumption and 

technology factors. For settlements, the models mainly use living space and for calculate emission in 

transportation it relates to carbon unit required per passenger kilometre. However calculations 

concerning material consumption, Åkerman considers that it’s very complex to estimates and bases on 

quite rough assumptions (Åkerman, 05.05.2015). 

 

The state investigation Fossilfrihet på väg SOU 2013:18 states that Sweden should work to ensure that 

the transport sector needs to phase out its dependence on fossil fuels so that the net effect of 

greenhouse gases is zero by 2050. As an interim target proposed that Sweden should reduce emissions 

in the transport sector by 80% by 2030 (SOU 2013:18). Karin Svensson Smith, member of the Swedish 

Parliament representing the Green Party Miljöpartiet de gröna and Chairman of the Parliamentary 

Transport Committee Trafikutskottet argues that the aforementioned investigation has not resulted in 

any actual policy decisions more than to the urban environment agreements stadsmiljöavtalen 

(Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). These agreements involve governmental investments of two billion 

SEK that will be distributed during 2015-2018 and they will co-finance up until 50% of local and 

regional investments in public transport (Trafikverket, 2015). 

 

Jonas Åkerman uses a method of back casting to examine how actual societal solutions can achieve 

climate change targets. This approach is based on the attemption to liberate themself from the trends 

today, and instead imagine different scenarios of how it could be in the future. After studies on how 

these scenarios constitute with the climate objectives and how it is possible to made conclusions for 

how strategic decisions of future requirement can be made. Åkerman claims this method can not be 

regarded as a precise science but functions more value-based formed on future preferences (Åkerman, 

05.05.2015). 

 

Obstacles 
Åkerman argues that we today face a great choice, that will affect the possibilities to achieve climate 

objectives. He emphasize that it is necessary to determine emission targets for each societal sector 

since he claims that it is often heard ‘in our sector, it is very difficult to reduce emissions.’ Åkerman 

discloses that many economists are opposed to sectorial targets because they believe in ability of the 

market to through pricing control the development. The problem with this reasoning, Åkerman asserts 

is when facing strategically important investments in infrastructure. That will affect the society for a 

long time, ‘then you have to have an idea about what capacity different modes of transport require in 

2050’ (Åkerman, 05.05.2015). 

 

Karin Svensson Smith calls for actual actions that would be able to phase out the society’s fossil fuel 

dependence. She identifies difficulties if politics would be too indulgent in acting in order to achieve 

climate objectives. ‘There are so many decisions made in the parliament, but it is the actions that are 

lacking, and there are the actions which I am interested in.’ (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015) 
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Åkerman argues that the greatest obstacle for achieving climate targets is to get acceptance for the 

actions and states: ‘I can in five minutes figure out what level the carbon taxes should be to reach the 

climate targets, but that isn’t possible to get acceptance for.’ He therefore claims that it is important to 

find an arsenal of economic instruments to achieve emission targets (Åkerman, 05.05.2015). 
 
Economical incentives 
Karin Svensson Smith deems that aviation is not paying the actual costs that it is generating. She 

argues that the insurance companies now are analysing the costs that climate change will cause. 

Therefore, she claims that fuel taxes or quotas need to be transformed into costs for those emitting 

greenhouse gases. In addition, she argues that society should not invest a single penny in something 

that results in difficulties to achieve the climate objectives (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

 

A great system for taxing emissions caused by traffic, both Svensson Smith and Åkerman consider a 

GPS-based kilometre taxation system. Åkerman describes the function of the system where vehicle 

movement is detected by the system, and leads to different taxation relating to the external costs. As 

example Åkerman describes a car driving through the city centre of Stockholm that would have to pay 

a rather high tax. Subsequently the tax would decline in relation to the distance to the city centre. This 

is solved technically by registration of the vehicle through GPS satellite navigation. The system has 

been trialled for lorries in France and according to Svensson Smith the trial got approval from the EU. 

Road abrasion and its rise to emissions could then be based on the axis weight of the vehicle (Svensson 

Smith, 08.05.2015). 

 

Karin Svensson Smith argues that a transfer from car traffic to public transport would reduce the 

consumption energy in transport sector down to a fifth of current levels, which she claims making the 

doubling of public transport share a more interesting objective than replacing fossil fuels to renewable 

fuels for vehicles. But, she adds, that this will also be necessary to do (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

Åkerman agrees with this and considers the need to reduce the car traffic share and increase the share 

of journeys by public transport and bicycle. Åkerman claims that it is not possible to tell the exact 

dimensions of what share different modes of transport should be replaced in, but says that the 

doubling objective for public transport is close the transport pattern that he uses in the future 

scenarios. Åkerman did not believe the proposals to introduce a zero rate for public transport, and 

claims that this would primarily lead to walking and cycling trips instead was replaced by journeys by 

public transport (Åkerman, 05.05.2015). 

 

Karin Svensson Smith argues that it is important to also ensure the opportunity cost. This implies 

what cost there would be not counteracts climate changes so that the rain not will be pouring down 

and inundating houses she claims. She also emphasizes the expenses associated with other disorders 

caused by car traffic like sedentary and pollution (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). Åkerman also 

identifies problems related to car ownership. He claims the investment in a new car approximately will 

correspond to 70-80% of the expenses for a car owner, which provides strong incentives to continuing 

car use, in comparison to variable cost for rental cars or shared cars (Åkerman, 05.05.2015). 

 
Instruments for planning 
Karin Svensson Smith explains the she previously would have argued for higher Co2 taxation as the 

main instrument to achieve climate targets, but today she cogitates how planning instruments rather 

can contribute to reduce car transportation (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). Two construction projects 

in Stockholm are part of a research project for innovative parking where Åkerman carries an interview 

study with the residents. The project comprises mobility services offered as consideration for 
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constructing fewer parking lots. This project involves construction companies and the municipalities 

of Haninge and Stockholm (Åkerman, 05.05.2015). 

 

Jonas Åkerman’s research primarily concerns which modes of transport and what urban structures 

that may be consistent to the climate targets. And what type of infrastructure and urban structure we 

invest in today and what possibilities they will have to achieve the objectives. Åkerman also claim that 

therefore it is interesting to study how it was possible to reach in such great investment in new car 

infrastructure through the investment in the Stockholm Bypass Förbifart Stockholm. He would like to 

see an analysing of the decision making process for this project (Åkerman, 05.05.2015). 

 

Kurt Hultgren also argues for that other societal benefits of replacing car traffic in cities with public 

transport should be concerned. He points out that public transport release valuable space for other 

use, and considers that there are reasons to govern parking pricing so ‘it will be interesting to go with 

vehicles that not being parked but rather vehicles that are rolling all time. In where if one would leave 

its seat in order to exit, someone else will be able to sit there.’ (Hultgren, 09.05.2015) 

 

Svensson Smith also emphasizes the importance of local authorities that have to work actively with 

parking policies. ‘Initially, making sure having perfectly market priced parking, on the streets and in 

parking garages. And then consciously, in municipalities who want to be proactive, gradually reduce 

the number of parking lots.’ She also recognizes the requirement for state regulatory review, for 

example, that it would be allowed to reserve parking for shared cars, and explains that there is 

parliamentary consensus on this issue (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

  

Alexandersson's investigation of the organization of the railway indicate that there is a lack of a sector 

responsible planning agency that have to coordinate long-term national interests in physical planning 

which is adopted locally. He requests a new central planning part that is responsible for rail 

infrastructure and associated properties including terminals and depot facilities (SOU 2013: 83, pp. 

239). 

 

 

4.2  Doubling the public transport share 
 

History 
Charlotte Wäreborn, former CEO of Svensk Kollektivtrafik was the initiator of the assemblage of the 

industry setting a target for doubling the public transport share. She explains when the project started 

in 2007, the state investigation Koll framåt just had been presented. Wäreborn describes the 

frustration she experienced that time, since the investigation had involved a large amount of actors but 

the result of it was perceived as weak. She gathered then Peder Wadman Tågoperatörerna, Anna 

Grönlund Krantz Bussbranschens Riksförbund and Lennart Hamnered Taxiförbundet and said to 

them: "I don’t grasp this industry, but, it's not acceptable that we just keep on writing critical review 

statements, we have to find another way to relate to this, this eternal frustration.’ Wäreborn suggested 

instead that public transport sector should unify in a common vision to impose requirements of the 

state (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). 

 

A steering committee was assembled consisting of 35 peoples including the CEO’s from the public 

transport authorities and public transport operators, Wäreborn explains. This group discussed which 

target it would be possible to unite around. In Gothenburg there was already a regional objective of 

doubling public transport's share within the project K2020 and Skånetrafiken also had decided to 
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double the traffic share, so the steering committee discussed different formulations of objectives 

carefully and given that several regional and municipal actors had decided to double the public 

transport market share, the group considered that the case with doubling at the national level was 

sufficiently well founded, Wäreborn said. She argues that there was no scientific basis for this 

declaration, instead the doubling target became a tool for advocacy and to get influence over the state. 

The industry wanted the government to dispense more funds for infrastructure, to develop public 

transport and to review regulations and find adequate policy instruments (ibid.). 

 

The doubling target also entailed that public transport sector had to undertake an action plan which 

came to expand in a range of different development projects, among others a collaboration for a new 

ticketing and payment system. Wäreborn describes how the project grew and that they realized that it 

would require a more permanent organization, and so a development company with the working title 

Fördubblings AB was created, which became X2AB. On-going there was exchanging contacts with the 

Minister for infrastructure and updated official servants at Näringsdepartementet and Trafikverket of 

the progress of the development projects (ibid.) 

 
The future 
Secretary General of Resenärsforum Kurt Hultgren endores the doubling target. He adds, however, 

that at corresponding rate, the public transport supply has to be extended so we not to end up in the 

same situation as in Japan, where eight people must be squeezed in one square meter in the public 

transport. Hultgren claims that first one has to ensure to enhance the quality of public transport. Only 

in this manner it is possible to attract motorists’ change to public transport, he claims. ‘Passengers that 

travel with public transport today sometimes have to do it standing, something that motorists never 

do. All motorists sit very comfortably, while passengers in public transport not only have to travel 

standing, if they go by bus, because its wobbling to the curb at every bus stop, unless the bus stop is 

placed in the middle of the street, but that is rare.’ Hultgren raises successful examples of quality 

improvements, when bus service was replaced by rail service. That was not just a doubling share, but a 

tripling, Hultgren says and argues that investments in modern tram system in the US proofs that ‘it is 

the only way to get Americans to leave their car’ (Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 

  

Åsa Vagland, Deputy Director at the Ministry of Enerprise and Innovation Näringsdepartementet, 
reasoning on the increasing costs in the public transport sector, because the supply has increased but 

the number of passengers has not increased that much (Vagland, 30.04.2015). Charlotte Wäreborn, 

however, is more positive. She detects a strong incentive for profit, as the cooperation in the industry 

has improved. The industry agreed on an efficiency potential of 20% and through collaboration may 

economies of scale be achieved. Wäreborn explains that ‘you don’t have to do 21 sets in 21 different 

manner, or do 21 similar sets in their own manner" and thereby she believes that the industry can 

reduce costs (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). 

 

Wäreborn is also self-critical, and claims that the industry needs to do it better in order to double the 

public transport share. She also sees it as a problem that the political advocacy that previously was 

made by Svensk Kollektivtrafik, has changed since the introduction of the new Public Transport Act 

and that the members of the organization today mainly consists of democratically elected assemblies 

represented by politicians. This has resulted in that the voice for better integrating public transport in 

the urban planning today more have ended up on Sveriges kommuner och landsting SKL, she 

explains. Examples of important issues to work for, Wäreborn emphasizes improvements in the 

accessibility for public transport, for example by establishing more separate bus lanes (ibid). 
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4.3  Liberalization 
 

Purpose 
The purpose for a market opening of a previously regulated market, as the Swedish railway, is to 

stimulate innovations, such as quality improvements, and other efficiencies that may benefit 

customers, in this case, the passengers. For a functioning liberalized market gets work in practice, it 

requires fair market rules and the customers have to be prepared to take advantage of the competitive 

market (SOU 2013:83, pp. 30). 

 

Sweden started to gradually open up the Swedish railways for competition since the late 1980s when a 

number of reforms ended up in a fully liberalized passenger transport market in 2010. A similar 

deregulation took place in the regional public transport system as private carriers began to compete to 

operate in various areas through public procurements. The contracts have over time been improved 

and today, various forms of contracts between the public contractor and the carriers exist. A Gross 
Contract means that the carriers are competing to perform the service to lowest cost. The carrier may 

charge for their costs, but the ticket revenues end up at the contracting party. A Net Contract entails 

the carrier itself to balance between costs and revenues and the carrier who is willing to pay the most 

for the operating rights wins the contract. It means that it would be worthwhile to develop the service 

to increase revenues. Incentive Agreements is a mixed form of the two and the carrier's revenue 

depends on how well the operator performs (SOU 2013: 83, pp. 35-36). 

 

One successful incentive agreement emphasized by Karin Svensson Smith was a procurement of public 

transport that took place in the Oxford region. The incentive in this case was that the carriers had to 

deliver a plan, how to ensure the maximum reduction of car traffic, they would win the contract. She 

argues similar stimulating ideas that were raised by the carriers in this case never would have been as 

a requested from a public purchaser. The carrier in this case analysed which part of the region that had 

the lowest public transport share and she explains: ‘And then they recruited drivers from that 

neighbourhood. And in their employment, it was included to talk to acquaintances and neighbours. So 

then they had one hour included in their work. And so they knocked on the neighbours doors and said; 

you that drive the car each day, how would it be if you tried to go with me?‘ The carrier then had carte 

blanche to adjust the service frequency adapted to demand of these potential passengers, so it would 

be possible to shift motorist to public transport. Svensson Smith calls for similar initiatives to be 

implemented in Sweden (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

 

Another contract type the economists Jan-Eric Nilsson and Roger Pyddoke researchers at the Swedish 

National Road and Transport Research Institute VTI propose in their study Marknadsöppning – och 
sen? a customer choice model as funding system for subsidised public transport. Their system allows 

operators themselves be able to determine prices and decide service range, which today is stated by the 

regional public transport authority. The customer choice model is similar to the system that currently 

applies in other public sectors, in procurements regarding health care and schools. Nilsson and 

Pyddoke argue that this system would lead to increasing number of passengers in public transport 

(Nilsson & Pyddoke, 2013, pp. 5). 

 

Kurt Hultgren describes the concerns that were raised in the beginning of the liberalization of the 

railway and exemplifies it with the development for the service between Dalarna and Stockholm. ‘SJ 

was of course very scared and thought that all people will go by bus instead. But what happened was 

that SJ reduced the prices a bit, and then a couple of different bus companies run services. And what 

happened was that new passengers came to the buses, which mend that SJ lost a few. But after a while, 
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SJ also won travellers, for people noticed that SJ had reduced prices.‘ Hultgren argues that this 

development, that the car traffic was reduced, was an unexpected effect that no one had imagined. He 

also emphasizes the benefits the regional transport companies made through liberalization it possible 

starting regional train services (Hultgren, 05.09.2015). 

 

Hultgren points out, however, problems when incentive agreements have been signed in public 
transport where the operator is paid for the number of passengers boarding instead of getting paid for 
kilometres service performed. By splitting a bus into several lines so will the number of boarding’s be 
counted twice, which Hultgren argues is a very serious negative for the passengers because they 
demand direct connections without changes (Hultgren, 05.09.2015). 
 
Hassle with many actors 
The liberalization of the railway market also entailed an organisational vertical separation of traffic 

operation and infrastructure management. By corporatising the State Railways Statens järnvägar and 

allocate responsibilities into a number of state owned companies, one wanted to streamline SJ as a 

pure transport company that could compete with other operators. The state entirely owns the 

companies Jernhusen and SJ AB, and like other private companies they have a rate of return to the 

shareholder, in this case the state. The required return on Jernhusen is 12% and for SJ is 10% (SOU 

2013:83, pp. 180). 

 

Karin Svensson Smith tells about the problems that occurred the first winter after the corporatization 

of SJ. ‘When it started to snow and they went out and said; Who is responsibe for this?’ Svensson 

Smith describes that this was the dilemma after the liberalization that no one longer wanted to take 

overall responsibility. She claims there are advantages if collecting all services to one operator, even 

although it can be private as in Hong Kong where MTR manages both infrastructure and operate 

traffic. She argues that this will give greater opportunities for allocation of carriage materials where it’s 

mostly needed. Svensson Smith also commends the Taktfahrplan system in Switzerland that by 

‘careful analysis of where public transport should be most useful, in discussion with passengers and 

politicians’ they establish a long-term service program for all public transport (Svensson Smith, 

08.05.2015). 

 

Resenärsforum complains in the consultation response to the commission of Alexandersson that the 
major problem in the railway system is the lack of Trafikverket’s knowledge about their own facility. 
By procuring the condition monitoring and maintenance to various contractors, Resenärsforum 
claims that the long term management is lost and it can entail serious shortcomings in safety. In the 
consultation response Resenärsforum suggest the condition control and urgent maintenance should 
be re-regulated and be managed by Trafikverket once again (Resenärsforum, 2014). According 
Alexandersson's investigation are no legal obstacles of re-regulate the railway maintenance to 
Trafikverket. Trafikverket can analyze whether it is the most efficient and flexible manner of 
maintenance after the contracts have expired (SOU 2013:83, pp. 256). 
 
Obstacles to a functioning market 
To have a well functioning railway market it requires for the infrastructure to work properly and that 

requisite permissions are given to the operators. The right to operate the railway in Sweden is 

controlled by the one-year pre-established timetable tågplanen. The train operators applying for 

authorization at Trafikverket which determines allocation of capacity by societal economic 

considerations in the case the operators desire similar slot times. The determining framework for 

capacity allocation bases on ‘that added commercial traffic through new service concepts or new 
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pricing models will contribute to such increase or improvement of the rail passenger service that 

deteriorations for other services or  traffic arrangements can be justified.’ (SOU 2013:83, pp. 235). 

 

In public transport, Transportstyrelsen functions as a regulator for monitoring market neutrality and 

Trafikverket determines the access to the railway. Åsa Vagland explains that several operators could 

have requests for similar departure times and if an established operator perviously has got a 

favourable departure time or a attractive premisis at a station it may occur problem in the practical 

assignment management. Vagland exemplifies this situation when a new bus carrier wants to arrange 

bus stops at the train station. ‘Those who started last, they end up at the back.’ (Vagland, 04.30.2015) 

 

Transport companies are required to pay various rail fees to access operating the tracks. The fee level 
affects the train operator’s propensity to run services on a commercial basis. At traffic disruptions 
often the infrastructure manager, in most cases Trafikverket, is responsible, but the passengers claim 
repayment from the operator. Therefore, there has been criticism from the transport companies they 
should be able to claim financial compensation from Trafikverket in case of shortcomings caused by 
the infrastructure manager. This is called right of recourse. Costs of railway delays in Sweden have 
been estimated by the transport companies to 1 billion SEK annually. That's approximately the same 
amount that the companies today pay in rail fees (SOU 2013:83, pp. 212). 
 
Passenger information 
Kurt Hultgren claims that a prerequisite for a liberalized public transport market is that it havs to be 

one place which gather all the information about journeys and fares. Samtrafiken has recently 

launched the ability to buy operator transcendence tickets through the digital platform ResRobot. But 

Hultgren also calls for abilities to buy tickets in other ways than over the internet. He claims that many 

people do not have the access or knowledge on how to use digital services. ‘There are many that own 

advanced cell phones but they can not use them. They phone and text, but they can not access different 

web sites, which they are not familiar with. No one has taught them! And sometimes the battery is 

dead!’ Hultgren ask why Samtrafiken’s automatic telephone service, where you previously could 

phone if you wanted to find out what connections there are between different places in Sweden. He 

argues that Samtrafiken ceased the service, because the carriers, the owners of Samtrafiken, did not 

want to pay for it. Hultgren calls for a responsible authority ensuring that passenger information are 

available in different ways. He claims that it would be Transportstyrelsen’s obligation to do market 

surveillances but they deny that they have that obligation (Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 

 

Something that caused by the liberalization has fallen between the cracks is according to Hultgren that 

there are no longer any staff to ask at the stations. ‘Previously Statens järnvägar had staff on spot. 

Sometimes there was a train dispatcher, but they disappeared gradually. Later on it was different 

ticket salesmen. Now there are ticket offices only left only in three places in Sweden; Stockholm, 

Gothenburg and Malmö! Everywhere else they are disused, even at Arlanda. ’In particular, it is 

necessary to have staff of the stations when there are traffic disruption Hultgren claims, ‘passengers 

would wonder; will there be any connection or not? And if there is no connection, there is a broken 

connection, and then you need to reschedule. And how do you do that? Is there anyone who can help 

me? - And perhaps the last connection already is gone, and then you have to arrange accommodation.’ 

Since both the train and bus operators have only have crews on the service they usually do not know 

anything more than for their own train or their bus connections. Therefore Hultgren calls for some 

kind of station governance. He argues that a national service provision program could be a suitable 

model arranging this type of passenger information (ibid.). 
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Jernhusen is currently responsible for escorting visually impaired at the interconnections and 

coordinates information by different carriers. Hultgren consider that it is a shame when this system 

already exists that is not being used to take care of other passengers too. In France and Germany the 

stations are central governing and Hultgren explain that many stations in these countries still are 

staffed. However he thinks, that the save development towards fewer staffed stations also is an on-

going process in these countries. Hultgren highlights the well functioning British model, since   

liberalizing it simultaneously established a ticketing system including all carriers. The different 

operator also function as retailers for other carriers because it’s comprises a provisioning system for 

ticketing (Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 

 

Statistics 
Alexandersson raises the lack of statistics as a problem since the railway companies are reluctant to 
disclose information of the number of passenger on-board. There are data on how many trains that are 
delayed but not how many passengers that have been exposed. He also argues that it is difficult to 
monitor punctuality or quality in Swedish railway today. Trafikanalys claims that are unable to 
analyse quality factors of rail services and he also raise Britain as a role model where the Office of the 
Rail Regulator, ORR performs continuously quality reports. Trafikanalys also calls for better statistics 
on railway capacity problems. Alexandersson's investigation also clarifies that there does not exist any 
monitoring of the causes if trains have been delayed (SOU 2013:83, pp.199). 
 
Vagland also calls for more open data concerning numbers of passengers but the mission of the 
ministry memorandum Res lätt med biljett did not concern this. She reasons that the information 
regarding the number of train passengers on board should not be that difficult for the operators to 
release (Vagland, 30.04. 2015). 
 
 
4.4  Ticketing and payment systems 
 

Background 
Åsa Vagland explains the background why the Government initiated a process that led to the 

memorandum Res lätt med biljett. ‘The Government has for a several years in the propositions argued 

that it does not work particularly well with the passenger information, buying and selling tickets and 

the entire journey and so on. And so it has been said in every proposition, that it is actually the 

responsibility of the actors within public transport, it is not the government ... And then it ended up in 

every proposition that, if nothing happens, the government have to come back to this.’ (Vagland, 

30.04.2015) 

 

Vaglands’ statement is supported by the inquiry text which states that already in the investigation 

Konkurrens på spåret 2008/09:176, requested a compulsory collaboration for passenger information, 

and that it needed a similar cooperation for booking, payment and distribution of tickets and 

coordination of schedules. In Ny kollektivtrafiklag 2009/10:200 the government considered that the 

public transport sector itself should take responsibility for developing standards for a common 

ticketing system. The government promised to monitor the development and maybe come back with 

legislation proposals regarding this (DS 2015:11, pp. 16). 

 

The Swedish Agency for Public Management Statskontoret assess in its report the ticketing and 

payment system in public transport and notes that Samtrafiken plays a key role as the coordinator of 

of the ticketing system Resplus with the Riksdatabasen and Samtrafikplanen as the basic 

instruments. Riksdatabasen consists of timetable information for all bus and train services in Resplus 
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available on the internet ResRobot.se. Samtrafikplanen contains common rules for minimum 

changeover times, awaiting times at delays and how the traffic management shall be coordinated. In 

addition there are also other agreements between the carriers regulating customer service at broken 

connections and delays and how various compensations in the form of alternative transport, 

accommodation and meals should be served (Statskontoret 2008:13). 

 

The state investigation Konkurrens på spåret also addresses the need for a neutral sales channel 

stated in its directive; ‘It is also important that there are systems that allow easy purchase tickets by 

transcendence operators.’ At the same time it does not proposed any state involvement instead it been 

said that ‘The coordination of ticketing and reservation systems should in greatest extent possible, be 

operated within voluntary agreements’ (SOU 2008:92, pp. 173-174). Alexandersson also calls for this 

neutral information and sales portal. He argues that parallel with a joint sales channel it should also be 

possible for the carriers to sell each others tickets. The investigation also states that the passenger 

surveys have to find out what perceiving of the problems the customers may have, must be done (SOU 

2013:83, pp. 228). 

 

Sector collaboration 
Charlotte Wäreborn tells about the first ticket and payment systems collaboration that would be 

launched throughout cooperation between all the public transport actors in the Nordic countries. 

Wäreborn describes the problem with this collaboration, that there was no organization that could 

keep the industry together and that could determine the standards were agreed. ‘We had one standard, 

but then when it were added consultants, transport authorities and several actors, the  standard was 

developed into a slightly better, and tweaked it a bit, so the united RKF standard we had, it was a 

summer meadow of standards, all of them a little better than the others. Thus someone didn’t freeze it. 

It would had needed a certification organization around that.’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015) 

 

Kurt Hultgren is highly critical of the fact that the industry never managed to implement a joint 

payment system. ‘They decided 15 years ago that they would develop a common charge card system for 

the entire country, all public transport. And then everyone went home and made an individual 

payment system, which wasn’t compatible! And that’s criminal I would say! But legally, it wasn’t a 

crime, it was just injudicious.’ (Hultgren, 09.05.2015) 

 

A new attempt to gather the industry in a common ticketing and payment system project started about 

two years ago and Wäreborn explains how they united in a common problem scenario and eight 

targets scenarios were developed. The first scenario involves developing a national travel planner 

including ticketing, which operates since January 2015 but it is not marketed yet. The content of the 

other target scenarios was; to be able to pay with credit cards, solve an automatically ticket validation 

method, and finally create a common cloud based mobile solution for ticketing. Wäreborn reflects why 

it has been so difficult for the industry to reach agreements. ‘The stumbling blocks have actually been 

to agree, that the actors have been able to feel confidence in each other. And to release some power, 

and that one dare to cooperate, and trust in that the project will deliver.’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015) 

 

Wäreborn is hopeful that the new partnership will work out better than the former. The difference 

today, she claims, in contrast to the previous collaboration when we had to be industry proprietary, 

‘you bought one solution from one supplier. But in the new ticketing and payment project, we don’t 

go for fixed solutions, we are moving towards development with neutral interfaces ... So the world is 

very different today from what it was.’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015) 
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Vaglands’ memorandum 
Vagland explains that her commission, to perform a ministry memorandum concerning public 

transport ticketing and payment systems, was proposed by the investigator Gunnar Alexandersson. As 

assistants Vagland had two employees at Näringsdepartementet, Elisabeth Holm, Deputy Director at 

the Ministry for Enterprise and Innovation who was responsible for legislative parts and also Christina 

Kvarnström, Programme Manager at the department of Transport and Environmental Technology at 

VINNOVA. Vagland emphasizes that the aim of the memorandum was that the State desired the actors 

within the public transport sector to solve the problems on their own, but ‘it was a way trying to speed 

up the process.’ (Vagland, 30.04.2015) Wäreborn also confirms this description and says that 

Vaglands memorandum was not seemed as an expression that the state ‘wasn’t against the industry, 

it was with the industry!’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). 

 

Vagland also explains when she started working with the memorandum in spring 2014, the industry's 

ticketing and payment project had really started to get going. She tells that the government 

commission meant to facilitate creations of open data, that web- and app developers could have the 

opportunity to develop digital services (Vagland, 30.4.2015). The memorandum concludes that 

digitalization have entail great importance for Swedish growth in recent years, and therefore the 

authorities should stimulate the emergence of developing innovative digital support services, including 

the public transport sector (DS 2015:11, pp. 11). 

 

One of the current problems, Vagland says, is that the rules for public transport tickets differ in 

different regions, for example an early retirement will not be classified as a pensioner in another 

county, and there are different regulations for pets, Vagland exemplifies. The solution is to develop a 

payment method based on a digital travel profile, that indicators of age and of early retirement and so 

on, then will calculate the ticket price from this circumstances based on where you wish to travel in the 

country (Vagland, 30.04.2015). Wäreborn also endorses these back office solutions. She argues that 

the situation is different today than last time when the industry was trying to find a common ticketing 

and payment solution. When the Nordic collaboration collapsed the Norwegian government autocratic 

decided that Norway should develop a common national ticketing system. But today, the Norwegians 

are very interested in our solutions, she says (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). 

 

Vagland means that it never was in the commission to shape an unifying ticketing system but a matter 

of determining how information for the passengers in public transport could be more governed to 

achieve better accessibility (Vagland, 04.30.2015). The investigation suggests that the Public 

Transport Act Lagen om kollektivtrafik 2010:1065 should be changed so transport companies have to 

provide information on timetables, travel conditions, if possible real time traffic, and selected prices. 

The quality of the data should be of the same quality that the carriers have in their own systems. A 

common portal for easy access to this information should be established (DS 2015:11, pp. 8). 

 

Vagland explains that it has been difficult to find suitable systems to require relevant information on 

ticket prices since some regions has distance based pricing and therefore it would give rise to great 

amounts of data. Vagland notes that SJ asserts that they have been more profitable after they 

introduced dynamic fares. Vagland means that the best way to get access to price information is on 

query based demand. ‘For example, if I would like to go from stop A to stop B, and then be able to 

retrieve the pricing information.’ (Vagland, 30.04.2015) 
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Identified problems 
Vaglands investigation identified a number of problems with the current ticketing and payment 

systems: lacking opportunities to sell and mechanically validate other operators' tickets, there is great 

potential to develop opportunities to pay by credit card, conditions for SMS tickets need to be 

improved, and Transportstyrelsen’s role as regulator and market monitoring should be reviewed (DS 

2015:11, pp. 9). 

 

Hultgren proposes that Sweden should introduce a national ownership of the ticketing system similar 

the British system. He argues that National Rail functions in this matter, because it is neither an 

operator nor an infrastructure manager (Hultgren, 05.09.2015). Karin Svensson Smith also calls for a 

flexible system like the national card Respluskortet. That can be purchased today only in addition to 

SJ's annual pass. She would like to see this supplement released, so a national card for all public 

transport would be possible to buy, and allow companies to provide it to their employees, rather than 

the benefit system that exists for company cars today. She also claims that ticketing systems should 

offer more flexible options where the amount you pay based on how much you travel (Svensson Smith, 

08.05.2015).  

 

Kurt Hultgren also emphasize that it must be easy to buy a ticket for public transport especially for 

seldom customers such as tourists (Hultgren, 05.09.2015). Hultgren is supported in Vaglands 

investigation that concludes ‘Solutions that work for unplanned trips simplifies probably also for the 

habitual passenger.’ (DS 2015:11, pp. 15) Vagland also notes that there is currently progress in 

renewing laws concerning passenger rights (Vagland, 30.04.2015). 

 
Ticketing system owner 
One part of the Vagland investigation would have considered if the ticketing system owner Linkon AB, 

formerly a wholly owned subsidiary of SJ AB, could be separated to ensure market neutrality (DS 

2015:11, pp. 7). But Linkon was partly sold to British Silver Rail. The ownership structure of Linkon 

has already been considered problematic because competing carriers had to use a ticketing system 

owned by SJ. Vagland argues however that SJ was very aware of this, and says that SJ's CEO decided 

‘that he would never set foot on Linkon’. Vagland reflects that the fear of not being sufficiently neutral 

would rather be negative than bring benefits. She exemplifies this ‘when you train your children in 

football. Even if your son or daughter will not receive any benefits, but rather disadvantage because 

you certainly don’t want to favour your own children.’ The purpose of allowing SJ retain control 

of the ticketing system was initially a fear for foreign train companies as the SNCF or Deutsche Bahn 

would outcompete the Swedish ticket system, but that did ever happen, she says (Vagland, 

30.04.2015). 

 

Karin Svensson Smith identifies problems with Linkon as part of liberalization shortcomings where 
SJ’s cutting program and profit claims made it appropriate to sell its subsidiary when the main 
company could not cut costs elsewhere (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 
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4.5    The Public Transport Act 
 

Background 
In Sweden public transport is financed approximately half of its costs by ticket revenues and the other 

half by tax revenues. The new Public Transport Act which opened up for private initiative to compete 

alongside procured traffic in regional public transport areas. In 2012, there were only a few 

establishments of this kind of commercial regional public transport services. One example of such 

incentive was direct buses that run between Nacka and Kista in Stockholm (Nilsson & Pyddoke 2013, 

pp. 5). 

 

In Alexandersson's En enkel till framtiden the new Public Transport Act is described, which now 
requires that every regional public transport authority have to establish a traffic maintenance plan. 
The plan should include both traffic that could be operated on a commercial basis and that which will 
be procured and subsidised. Which is considered by these categories can be appealed to the 
Administrative Court Förvaltningsrätten. It is possible to procure county transcendence traffic if it 
caters everyday commuting. Long-distance procured services should cater work commuting or 
everyday traveling and can not encroach on commercial traffic. The investigator also indicates that 
public transport has an advantage in relation to commercial operators because they receive state 
subsidies for wagon acquisition. Alexandersson identifies that criticism has been raised that a clearer 
regulation for this is needed. En enkel till framtiden also refers to union representatives’ emphasizing 
that price before quality is common in procurements and have ended up in disputes with the Swedish 
Work Environment Authority Arbetsmiljöverket. The investigator points out that in the United 
Kingdom often procurements is dependent on the number of passengers divided into price categories, 
so that discounts for youths and seniors can be ensured (SOU 2013:83). 
 
The emergence 
Charlotte Wäreborn explains how the partner collaboration affected the emergence of the new Public 
Transport Act. In May 2007 when Wäreborn met the Minister of infrastructure Åsa Torstensson to 
discuss the future based on the industry's new doubling target of the sectors share Torstensson 
presented Ulf Lundin, that would be responsible for producing the substrate for the new Public 
Transport Act. Wäreborn tells about how the industry continued their work, parallel to Lundin, and 
how she realized that they were very much alike. However she continues ‘Ulf didn’t emanate from 
doubling public transport share, but from liberalization. We in contrast based our vision of that public 
transport should be an integral part of a sustainable society, with our doubling target. So we had 
different starting points, which resulted in different organizational conclusions.’ Wäreborn and other 
industry representatives were critical of Lundin's proposals that put great faith in the free market. She 
said ‘he thought that the commercial operators first would like to choose which services they wanted to 
run. And then, the procured what was ‘on top’. While our aim, our chain led to the opposite. The 
community would take responsibility for the main services that the society wants to offer its citizens, 
and "on top" we have a free market.’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015) 
 
Wäreborn tells that in the consultation response to Lundin's investigation, the proposal from the 

industry and Lundin’s proposal were both presented, and that made the differences between them 

more clarified and in addition the industry got attention for their doubling target. Wäreborn continues 

that is was positive that Lundin did not get through that extensive liberalization but she reflects that in 

retrospect it may be perceived as a half measure. The regional public transport authorities that became 

responsible for assessing which service should be classified as service obligated but resulted in ‘they 

settled service obligation in a lot ... Because it provides few possibilities for the market to find its own 

solutions.’ (Wäreborn, 27.04 .2015) 
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Benefits 
Wäreborn explains that the benefits of the new Public Transport Act also changed the organization of 

the public transport, which she describes as ‘the previous culture’ needed to change. ‘We thought 

certainly that public transport had to be a part of the society and the urban planning. In fact, not an 

isolated phenomenon within a company, a transport service besides, but we absolutely thought that it 

should be incorporated in the regions and in the heart of the county councils. That it would be a 

natural part of the policies, because that wasn’t it at all.’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015) 

 

Hultgren also highlights the advantages of the new regulation since consultations have become legal 
requirement. However, he claims there are still different interpretations of in what extent the public 
transport authorities are obliged to do it. As an example Hultgren addresses the new bus network in 
Stockholm city, where the authority does not deem they need consultations but instead refers to the 
regional traffic plan from 2012. Hultgren argues that they have to fulfil consideration when 
implementing comprehensive changes in the bus line network (Hultgren, 05.09.2015). 
 
Negative impacts 
Karin Svensson Smith identifies problems with the new Public Transport Act since responsibility for 

public transport clearly has shifted to political bodies, which has made public transport to a political 

instrument for other interests than the passengers'. She exemplify this that Stockholm County Council 

recently refused to receive revenues from the congestion charges in Stockholm, they would rather 

finance the construction of the highway project Förbifart Stockholm although they dont manage road 

traffic. Svensson Smith would instead prefer ‘a new general restriction that it not will be allowed to use 

funds for something that will make it more difficult to achieve the climate objectives. - Corresponding 

the global movement of de-investments, that money gradually moves away from oil funds, and instead 

invest them into solar parks or public transport.’ (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

 

Svensson Smith problematizes the lack of interest in public transport at SKL. ‘I wish that SKL stated; 

these are our prioritized areas, health care, schools and public transport. I became very sad when I 

newly saw their new brochures, because SKL has a new management team, and none of the 15 priority 

areas of SKL, were concerning transports’. She believes that this is odd compared to the priories of the 

citizens and calls for considering public transport as a tool to achieve environmental and climate 

targets. She does not think there are any well established intercommunication between the 

Näringsdepartementet and SKL (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

 

Vagland identifies two problems with the Public Transport Act. One is that the regulation states that a 

commercial operator is only obliged to continue to run a service for 21 days after they announce that 

they want to cease the service. It is something that the regional public transport authorities perceive as 

a problem, Vagland concludes. She also claims that the law is old fashioned concerning rules for how 

the traffic companies should deliver information about the service. Vagland exemplifies when a carrier 

delivered ‘a stack of paper with the timetables, and then they had met the requirement of the law, and 

that is kind of old-fashioned.’ (Vagland, 04.30.2015) 
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4.6    The role of the state 
 

Kurt Hultgren is critical to the inclination of the state not taking responsibility for public transport and 

claims that Vaglands investigation is weak and lacks proposals of solutions. ‘Åsa Vagland’s 

investigation identifies every problem, but the result was incredibly scanty, almost nothing! ... It's 

incomprehensible that you don’t draw any conclusions on the things you've learned!’ Hultgren 

considers that decision-makers have been afraid to tackle the issue and compare it with the proposal to 

introduce wider regions in Sweden. He claims that politicians on the national level desired that the 

initiative should come from below and that the state should not interfere organizing the regions. But 

the problem is, Hultgren argues, due to increased commuting the regions today serves much wider 

labor market regions. ‘And that is a desirable development for everyone! To enable possibilities to live 

in Köping, but still be able to work in Västerås or Stockholm. And this would provide a more efficient 

use of social resources, not having to build new schools in Stockholm, but instead use existing schools 

in Arboga.’ (Hultgren, 09.05.2015) 

 

Svensson Smith is concerned about responsibility limitations between the state and the regions in 

terms of managing regional public transport and exemplifies a case from her own electoral district. ‘I 

have good experiences from the dynamical Skånetrafiken. SJ assessed previously that they would stop 

the regional train services, but when the regional actors initiated Pågatåg they tripled the passenger 

share.’ She argues that such successful initiatives would rather be lost if there would be greater 

government involvement but at the same time considers that it is important to support inter-regional 

rail travel to replace air traffic on these routes. But the distinction between inter-regional and regional 

public transport is complicated, Svensson Smith considers. However she claims that for national 

traveling, SJ should receive a pronouncedly mission to achieve the environmental and climate 

objectives (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

 

Hultgren claims that the state should have sanctioned a common ticketing and payment system in 

public transport because ‘you can’t pay with cash, you can’t pay by SMS, you’re not able to pay by 

credit card‘ (Hultgren, 09.05.2015). Svensson Smith also calls for an easier ticketing system, ‘it is a 

threshold, especially for older people, people that are visually impaired or inexperienced with public 

transportation, or people from abroad. It should be as simple as possible.’ She does not hesitate if the 

state would take greater responsibility for public transport. ‘No, on the contrary, it’s a prerequisite for 

the regional services to be well-functioning, that there is a national body’ she claims (Svensson Smith, 

08.05.2015). 

 

Svensson Smith identifies the appropriation directions to Trafikverket as a key to how politicians can 

influence the development of the transport system. ‘You should govern through the appropriation, not 

by mentioning how to do it, but requesting it... Then you should endorse the doubling share target, 

but without saying how. They could find out those themselves. ‘Svensson Smith argues that the 

government have great opportunities to transform the transport system. ‘We have 50 billion SEK per 

year, the Traffic Committee. ... if Trafikverket would have used them reasonable, it would have led to a 

completely different situation.’ She problematizes that Trafikverket lacks of leadership today and that 

their mission is vague (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

 

Wäreborn, is also a member of the board for Trafikverket, has a similar view of the unclear division of 

responsibilities between the authorities and the politicians. Previously when Trafikverket was divided 

into two authorities, Banverket managed railways and Vägverket maintained the roads there existed a 

so-called sector responsibility for each mode of transport. This was replaced by missions when the 
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authorities were merged into Trafikverket. Wäreborn claims that there exists a kind of Catch-22 

situation in the relation between Trafikverket and the , ‘Trafikverket is waiting for 

Näringsdepartemetet, and Näringsdepartemetet waits for Trafikverket for the missions that should 

replace the former sector responsibility ... from opposite sides saying: It’s you that have to address 

missions! No, it’s you that have to elaborate missions!’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015) 

 

Wäreborn considers that the state should not interfere in the ticketing and payment issues that are the 

public transport industry responsibility. However, she calls for governmental involvement when it 

comes to regulating standards within the ticketing and payment system, which is still an on-going 

process (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). 

 

Vagland does not think the state should take a greater response for the public transport. She argues 

that the regional public transport authorities are intended to manage it, and that the state only is 

responsible for the legislation and the regulations of it. However, she identifies problems, for example 

the ownership of Samtrafiken, but she doesn’t think the state has no influence forming it, because the 

organisation is just a collaboration company. She also refers to the previous government's approach to 

create new agencies. ‘They wanted to close down authorities, not starting new ones’ Vagland is hesitant 

for how a new authority taking care of the passengers would look like. She claims that it could be 

demarcation problems between different authorities that currently have responsibilities within public 

transport such as Transportstyrelsen and Konsumentverket. Vagland also argues that it may conflict 

with the EU principle that; wherever it’s possible, decisions should be decentralized and located closer 

to the citizens (Vagland, 30.04.2015). 

 

Hultgren once again stresses that the state is reluctant to interfere in regional and local governance, 

but claims that the state at least should encourage them to collaborate. He also raises the Pågatåg 

train service in south of Sweden as a successful example of cooperation between regions (Hultgren, 

09.05.2015). 

 

Vagland argues that in Sweden, there is a tradition to have small ministries and independent 
authorities, which differs to other countries where the ministries perform very much in-house. 
Vagland recognize that Trafikverket is difficult to manage because it's such large organization and 
have so many responsibilities. She also claims that the government can not determine anything that 
should be decided at regional level ‘Because we've decided that it should be like that’. When it comes to 
her investigation, she explains that there were many requests what it would deal with, but she argues 
that the state does not have responsibility for those issues (Vagland, 30.04.2015). 
 
National traffic supply program 
Hultgren argues in contrast to Vagland that the state has a responsibility for the infrastructure to be 

operated, however, he is hesitant to try to put more responsibility on Trafikverket, because he thinks 

that ‘Trafikverket hardly cope with what have to be done.’ Hultgren proposes instead an establishment 

of a national traffic supply program like the regional ones, making an analysis of which areas society 

should take responsibility for the public transport. He mentions the preciously nationally procured 

traffic that was handled by the authority Rikstrafiken, but today is administered by Trafikverket, 
should be covered. In addition to national subsidized traffic today Hultgren propose consideration to 

also include the night train service between Malmö and Stockholm that currently is run commercially 

in contrast to that night train service to Norrland (Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 
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Vagland hesitates to establish a national traffic supply program and claims that the analysing of which 

parts of national public transport that should receive state subsidies currently manages by 

Trafikverket. She rather identifies problem inject more subsidies. ‘The state has limited resources so 

we are trying to push everything out that’s profitable, that can be run commercially,’ she says 

(Vagland, 30.04.2015). 

 

Other areas Hultgren claims could be regulated by a national traffic supply program is to organize that 

someone has to take responsibility of producing a neutral map of the Swedish public transport system 

that must be available at all stations, as well as printed timetables. He calls for, that information about 

the services needs to be available in several ways, not only by digital channels, and that a traffic supply 

program could ensure that regulations concerning passenger rights and information could tighten the 

law application (Hultgren, 05.09.2015). 

 

Svensson Smith also calls for a national traffic supply program likely the system in Switzerland. She 

explains that there is a national institute that manages the national long time schedule TaktFahrplan. 

‘And then the Traffic Administration, like Trafikverket and SJ receive it; here is the schedule! Now 

make sure to arrange services, investments and organization necessary to obtain this timetable.’ 

(Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015) 

 

Statistics 
There has been much criticism on the lack of statistics mainly in railway services, in order to be able to 

make relevant analyses. Svensson Smith calls for improved delay statistics where SJ also includes 

cancelled trains. Today they only report delayed trains, and ‘it means that, if you notice a train is about 

to be delayed, then it will be noted in the statistics. It's better than [for the carrier] to remove that 

train, because it will be counted as delayed. And this doesn’t make it better for the passengers!’ she 

says (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 

 

Vagland also addresses the problem of getting relevant statistics of number of passengers from the 

traffic companies, mainly in terms of ascertain the number of passengers. She refers to a colleague at 

Näringsdepartemetet, who is working with railway issues. Vagland conjectures that this will be 

addressed in connection to the legislative process within the framework of the EU's Fourth Railway 

Package (Vagland, 04.30.2015). 

 

 

4.7    The role of a passenger organization 
 

Passenger surveys and research 
Wäreborn reasons in what extent a passenger organization could add knowledge to the industry. She 

emphasize distinguish it from the industry which ‘has an indirect relation to the passengers’ but at the 

same time, she highlights that the industry’s development processes needs input like idea generation 

by a potent passenger organization. ‘It's not sure that Nobina or Skånetrafiken always have their ear 
to the ground when it comes to listening to the passengers. And for this I see a very strong linking 

between an independent passenger organization that can deliver ideas in development projects, 

development potential and so on.’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015) 

 

Wäreborn consider that a passenger organisation have to comprehend passenger representation that is 

‘reasonably powerful’. She claims that the passenger organization also needs investigating capacity, 

based on qualitative surveys, but also by market monitoring. She emphasizes the importance to 
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include potential passengers who do not use public transport today. Wäreborn argues that the 

organization should also be linked to research in for example behavioural issues (Wäreborn, 

27.04.2015). 

 

Both Svensson Smith and Vagland conclude that Trafikverket does not perform any passenger surveys 

but Vagland claims that Trafikanalys has the mission to implement passenger surveys. Vagland also 

explains that Trafikverket performs predictive models for the infrastructure planning. Svensson Smith 

claims that a passenger organization would get a better mandate if would could carry passenger 

surveys (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015) and (Vagland, 30.04.2015). 

 

During the interview with Wäreborn the respondent was asked wether she thinks that a passenger 
organization should handle a joint customer service to handle complaints and feedback to the carriers, 
in a similar way as Travel Focus operates in the UK. She aruges that there is probably a function that 
should be handled by the operators, since it is important for them to get feedback on how the 
operation works, so it can ‘stimulate a constant developing process’ (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). Hultgren 
claims that it should be a State responsibility to manage such a passenger service, and a solution like 
that has been discussed for a long time. However, he argues that a customer service should involve the 
carriers but a passenger organization could somehow also be a participant (Hultgren, 05.09.2015). 
 
Wäreborn questions Resenärsforum’s representation of the passengers today, and claims the 
organization only covers a fraction of the passengers, ‘if you think of establishing a passenger 
organization, you have to get a clear mandate of the passengers, and that is not something 
Resenärsforum has today! She also identifies the progress where fewer and fewer take part in 
associations and organizations, and calls for new ways of organizing passengers (Wäreborn, 
04.27.2015). 
 
Hultgren claims the criticism about Resenärsforum representativeness is justified but considers that it 
has more to do with how the organization is financed. He argues that if Resenärsforum should get the 
responsibility to make passenger surveys like Svensk Kollektivtrafik’s Kollektivtrafikbarometern, 
which is representative and a statistically reliable survey, it could give Resenärsforum a better base for 
their advocacy. Hultgren explains that most of the passenger surveys have been production oriented 
‘they always think, that if you ask these questions, you may rationalize something. Yes of course, if you 
want to increase revenue and reduce costs. It’s the basics of entrepreneurship, and there's nothing 
wrong with this.’ But he calls for more independent survey to ensure the needs of every passenger 
(Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 
 
Hultgren argues that the timing is appropriate to take over the responsibility for 
Kollektivtrafikbarometern, because the employee at Svensk Kollektivtrafik that has been working 
with this full time has quit. He claims that similar to the British passenger organization can extend the 
interview format, allowing other companies to ask questions to make profit on this ‘This is a business 
idea’ he says. Hultgren emphasizes that it is not enough to only make web inquiries if you want a 
statistically significant sample (Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 
 
Compensation issues 
Svensson Smith welcomes a passenger organization that would be able to support passengers for 
claiming their rights. Her vision is that public transport passengers could be represented by an equally 
potent interest organization as Hyresgästföreningen stand up for the tenants (Svensson Smith, 
08.05.2015). Charlotte Wäreborn also argues that a passenger organization, have to be familiar with 
the passages rights and similar legislation (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). 
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Hultgren points out the British passenger organization Transport Focus as a successful model for 
enhancing passengers’ interests. He explains its capacity to deal with complaints or comments that 
comprising 30 employees who can guide vulnerable travellers. Transport Focus is not a authority that 
has a mandate to influence transport companies but they have given a role of statutory body, which 
means that the organization is governmental mandated and has state funding. Hultgren argues that 
this result in ponderosity, and a passenger organization that the carriers will take into account 
(Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 
 
Consultation 
The idea of the regional public transport authorities was to make them liable for the passengers, 

Vagland says (Vagland, 30.04.2015). But Hultgren is very critical of the fact that these consultations 

do not always function. As an example, he mentions the region of Mälardalen where the regional 

public transport authorities have set up the company, MÄLAB, to manage united action for 

interregional train services in the region. But since MÄLAB is a corporation and not regulated by law, 

consultations don’t have to take place (Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 

 

Hultgren claims that this order is very unfortunate, and considers it to be a pity because passengers 

often can come up with concrete ideas for the planning. An example of the Hultgren mentions is when 

the new train station in Sundbyberg had to be planned, where Trafikverket failed to adapt the 

platforms for the longer regional trains, something that the regional passenger network TIM-
pendlarna remarked. Resenärsforum also provides training for passenger’s representatives who will 

participate in consultation groups around Sweden, and Hultgren argues that this educational activities 

where representatives of the regional public transport authority also are involved, equally aims to 

inform the officials of passengers' rights as well as the passenger representative (Hultgren, 

09.05.2015). 

 

Hultgren also raises another example of the importance of passenger representatives in the decision-
making process. In Värmland the CEO of the traffic company wanted to make controversial station 
withdrawals along Fryksdalsbanan. ‘It ended up that we wrote to the regional public transport 
authority and pointed out that it was up to them and they had to decide this.‘ Hultgren claims the 
importance of consultation and concludes that ‘the former traffic companies think they have to decide, 
that's really a problem.’ (Hultgren, 09.05.2015) 
 
Advocacy 
To exemplify the weak position of the public transport Karin Svensson Smith explains that almost any 
magazines may support a public transport passenger’s transportation behaviour – but several 
transport magazines are satisfing motorists’. She claims that this shows a symptom of that advocacy in 
the transport industry has unfair proportions, and that public transport commuters needs a potent 
part to express their opinions (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015). 
 
Jonas Åkerman also reflects upon this power imbalance between the car industry representatives 
versus public transport users and cyclists. He claims that it depends on the economic interests behind 
the automotive industry which are financially strong and because it is easier to mobilize a car owner 
that has a property that you care about. Åkerman asks why the manufacturers of buses and railway 
equipments are not investing more in advocacy in comparison to the car industry. One explanation 
may be that ‘Those who manufacture buses mostly manufacture trucks too.’ (Åkerman, 05.05.2015) 
 
Åkerman stresses that transport behaviour can be changed by attitudes. He has been amazed by the 
increased cycling trend in Stockholm recent years. ‘Some time ago, cycling was very uncool. Perhaps 
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only those who couldn’t afford were biking. Now it’s something completely different. It’s interesting to 
see this transformation, how new trends arise.’ Åkerman desires that the public transport users need a 
strong advocate that does not operates from a producer perspective. He exemplifies this problem with 
the plans for the new underground carriages in Stockholm ‘where the number of seats has been 
reduced ... and that isn’t something that attracts motorists to travel packed together in a crowded 
underground carriage’ (Åkerman, 05.05.2015). 
 
Wäreborn argues that a powerful passenger organization would be important for advocacy. She claims 
that the operating role for advocacy in the public transport sector previously run by Svensk 
Kollektivtrafik, but since the new Public Transport Act its members is represented by SKL instead 
(Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). 
 
A passenger organization should according to Hultgren be engaged in political advocacy because 
public transport is that important for the society and its citizens. He claims that it also should take 
foreign passengers interests into account. Hultgren argues that tourism today is a major part of 
Swedish economy and important for growth, it is nowadays more important than the industrial sector. 
Hultgren exemplifies how poorly public transport works and tells about when some German tourists 
wanted to go by boat from their hotel in Saltsjökvarn to Stockholm city. ‘They board, and would like to 
pay for the trip. But they can’t pay with Swedish crowns! So they try to pay with Euros, but that’s not 
possible, absolutely no Euros! Ok, but by credit card then? No, not possible! But how will we do this 
then?  It’s not possible, you have to get off the boat! This is not to be aware of the importance of the 
tourism industry!’ (Hultgren, 09.05.2015) 
 
Financing 
Wäreborn reflects on how a more potent passenger organization could be financed. She highlights that 
independence is important, and a financing model could add some pennies on the ticket price in order 
to ensure the independence of the organization. However she is not averse to governmental funding or 
obtaining funds from the industry actors (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). Hultgren reasons similarly as 
Wäreborn and points out that a passenger organization should ensure its independence from the 
industry (Hultgren, 09.05.2015). 
 
Svensson Smith would like to see a similar financing likely the Danish passenger organization. It 
would ensure continuity and ‘provides a basis for policy and supporting passengers when they get in 
conflict with the train operators and bus companies ... then you would get legitimacy as a passenger 
organization, something that Resenärsforum doesn’t carry today, because it's too small.’ She is not 
worried that governmental funding would affect the organization's independence. ‘You can always 
frame it, so it doesn’t! That was the same situation with NTF, because they were funded like that. You 
are not supposed to write in the commission what Resenärsforum should perform. Trafikverket 
shouldn’t decide that.’ (Svensson Smith, 08.05.2015) 
 
Vagland is more critical to the idea of a governmental funded passenger organization. She explains 

that if the politicians would demand such a order, it would probably result in setting up a 

governmental investigation analysing appropriate form of organization and financing, and make an 

impact assessment and which consequences it would have in collaboration between other agencies and 

Regeringskansliet. ‘How would it be functioned on the whole? Is it like that, that a piece is lacking, or 

isn’t it?’ (Vagland, 30.04.2015) 
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5.  Results 
 

 

This chapter presents an anlysis by weighing the theories and empirical data together in eight themes 

that deal with climate change objectives, planning for sustainable transport, advocacy issues, the 

significance of the liberalization, the development of ticketing and payment systems and the role that 

state and passenger organization may have and finally presents concrete proposals on how a powerful 

passenger organization could structured and financed. In the two following subchapters the research 

questions will be processed more directly and as conclusion of this chapter I present a comprehensive 

personal reflection. 

 
A passenger organization for achieving climate change objectives? 
The reports from IPCC and the Stern report have determined clear guidelines of how the world's 

greenhouse gas emissions have to be significantly reduced over the coming decades. Furthermore, are 

there economic arguments to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels due to that the world's oil 

resources  expects to suffice only another 30 years at present consumption levels (Rodrigue et al., 

2009, pp. 267). The transport sector and in particular the road traffic accounts for a significant share 

of CO2 emissions. To deal with this situation the government investigation Fossilfrihet på väg propose 

that the Swedish transport sector has to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2030 (SOU 

2013:18). 

 

According to Karin Svensson Smith, a shift from car traffic to public transport could reduce energy 

consumption in the transport sector to 25% of recent levels (Svensson Smith 08.05.2015). Jonas 

Åkerman argues that a doubling of the share of public transport at the expense of reducing car traffic 

until 2020 is in line with what he considers necessary to achieve future levels of greenhouse gas 

emissions. 

 

Charlotte Wäreborn clarifies that the doubling share target had any scientific base but she claims that 

it was an appropriate level for the industry to unite behind (Wäreborn, 27.04.2015). Hultgren argues it 

is important to plan for the increasing number of travelers by public transport. The governmental 

investigation Res lätt med biljett also states that regional public transport has increased over the last 

15 years by 32% (DS 2015:11, p. 11-13). Hultgren emphasizes that in order to attract motorists to shift 

to public transport, someone has to defend the quality aspects and mentions how rail traffic has shown 

to have great attraction and sometimes has tripled travel. Hultgren and Åkerman stress that planning 

public transport has to be from a passenger perspective, where the quality aspect controls, and not as 

today from a producer perspective, and exemplify this wrong focus with the new underground carriage 

in Stockholm that will have reduced number of seats in order to accommodate more passengers, 

because standing passengers requires less space than seated. 

 

Planning for sustainable transports 
Banister (2008) argues that the infrastructure we are using today was created in a different paradigm, 

but by its longevity hindering progress processes towards a more sustainable transport system. 

Åkerman also emphasizes the importance of proper choice of constructing infrastructure, both 

significant in terms of responding to proper capacity in different modes of transport but also for 

creating suitable conditions for urban planning to achieve a more dense settlement. Åkerman also 
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stresses this to accent that the size of our living area affects energy consumption and thereby the 

amount of greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

Lundin (2008) argues that modernists’ planning for the car also resulted in a competitiveness loss for 

public transport. Nyström and Tonell highlight that same planning ideals ended up in many spatial 

planning failures (Nyström & Tonell, 2012, pp. 92-93). According to Sahlin, the rational decision-

making, that was highly regarded during the post-war planning, rather was a myth, but that 

quantitative argument was used to justify decisions because it gave a sense of security (Sahlin, 1986, 

pp. 254-255). 

 

Holmberg and Hydén agree that these planning theories have resulted in recent infrastructure that 

mainly is designed in order to benefit private car use, and where railway and public transport has been 

greatly neglected. They also point out the importance of taxation and subsidies that have affected the 

conditions for the different modes of transport and its ability to evolve (Holmberg & Hydén, 1996, pp. 

39-44). 

 

This reasoning matches with the current system for travel expenses. If you drive your own car or are 

using a company car there are opportunities for favourable tax deductions in contrast to if you go by 

public transport. Svensson Smith also stresses the subsidization of parking in large cities, she probably 

aims at the residential parking that is often mentioned as problematic. Svensson Smith would like to 

see a development where municipalities gradually reduce parking lots in cities. Hultgren also 

emphasizes public transport as space-efficient, that can release valuable urban space for other uses 

than for transportation. Legislation also has to be changed that parking for car sharing can be 

arranged. Åkerman argues that reduced parking can be compensated for by offering other mobility 

services. Svensson Smith mentions the urban environment agreements stadsmiljöavtalen as a 

governmental co-financing for supporting municipalities and regions the plan for increased public 

transport. 

 

Wäreborn stresses that through the new Public Transport Act, public transport has become a clearer 

part of the societal structure, that was not defined previously when the transport companies were 

responsible for the planning. She argues that SKL today has a more important role in supporting the 

regions to develop public transport. On the other hand Svensson Smith has poor experiences of the 

new management team of SKL that do not mention public transport at all in the new 15-point 

programme of priority within SKL. 

 

Holmberg and Hydén state that the need for planning can be based on a desire to change shortcomings 

in society or meeting future demands. Both Rodrigue et. al (2009) and Holmberg and Hydén describes 

the range of mobility conditional to economic development. Therefore, it can also be necessary to 

encounter future mobility needs through expansion of public transportation in order to replace car 

journeys, given that oil is a finite resource and that energy efficiency is significantly higher in public 

transport. 

 

Passenger organization for advocacy 
Several of the examples mentioned above, would be appropriate to highlight through advocacy since 

the voice for the public transport users is weak, both Svensson Smith and Åkerman conclude. Åkerman 

declares this as an uneven distribution of power between the modes of transport, and explains the high 
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fixed costs by investing in a car gives the car-owner strong incentives to keep using it, even if other 

transportation options would appear more favourable. He also identifies that the economic interest 

behind public transport often are representing by bus manufacturers and they can have conflicting 

interests in public investments in railways since they also usually manufactures trucks. 

 

Holmberg and Hydén as well as Cars highlight the importance of informal ways to decision makers to 

win support. They statue that lobbying organizations often represent short-term profit interests that 

may conflict with the long-term objectives in spatial planning (Holmberg & Hydén, 1996). These 

theories provide arguments for a passenger organization that can promote advocacy for doubling 

public transport's share and thereby achieving the emissions targets for the transport sector. 

 

Successful advocacy can be exemplified by the work done by Charlotte Wäreborn as former CEO for 

Svensk Kollektivtrafik, managed to influence the impact on the new Public Transport Act and got 

penetrative power for the doubling target. Wäreborn also had ongoing contact with the Minister for 

Infrastructure, which also be mentioned as important by the theories of the informal ways to influence 

the planning process. She points out that the role that Svensk Kollektivtrafik had as a lobby 

organization, no longer exists due to its members today mainly consists of political bodies. Wäreborn 

calls for a passenger organization that could assume the advocacy role in Swedish public transport. 

 

Hultgren stresses that a passenger organization could impact Swedish economy by benefitting the 

increasingly important tourism industry by addressing tourist problems in utilizing the Swedish public 

transport. Hultgren claims that a passenger organization also has to be active politically since a well-

functioning public transport is important for its citizens and the society as a whole. 

 

Åkerman argues that it is mainly about receiving acceptance for economic policy instruments, and the 

quotation ‘I could in five minutes figure out what levels the carbon taxes have to be to reach the 

climate objectives’ pretty much says that the rational decision making process overcome existing 

order. Also Banister and Lundin constitute path dependency of the car society and the lock-in effects 

of old fashioned infrastructure. Åkerman raises the question of how it is possible to reach decisions in 

investing dozen billions in building a new highway Förbifart Stockholm. In this case it would have 

been interesting if the decision had been the same if there would have been a potent passenger 

organisation making advocacy for representing the public transport users’ interests that often conflicts 

with investments in car infrastructure. 

 

Svensson Smith and Åkerman raise the GPS-based kilometre taxation as a good financial instrument 

to get motorists to switch the mode of transport in metropolitan regions with good access to public 

transport, because people in rural areas with long distances to urban areas otherwise could get 

exposed of fuel taxes. This proposal could be interesting for a passenger organization to push for, as it 

also would be interesting for the public transport users to increase the numbers of passengers as an 

increased demand could result in greater service supply. 

 

The significance of the liberalization 
The liberalization of public transport has resulted in an industry splitted into several actors and for the 

passengers it have led to positive effects such as an increased service range and different price 

categories but have negative consequences with inferior transparency at traffic disruption when 

different operators have to cooperate. 
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Svensson Smith argues that liberalization has resulted in a more efficient SJ but claims that the 

disadvantages now exceed the benefits of the deregulated market. However she emphasizes the 

procurement methods that have been used in Oxford where the operators through an incentive 

agreement that companies competed in which extent they could switch motorists to public transport. 

Wäreborn stresses the importance of implementing well-developed procurements as a key to achieve 

improvements in public transport. 
 

Nilsson and Pydokke present an agreement model resembling other forms of procurements in the 

public sector, and argue that if traffic companies themselves could determine price and supply the 

travel would increase. Hultgren has experienced that deregulation have resulted in more passengers, 

which also reduced car traffic which is what happened when the traffic between Dalarna and 

Stockholm was liberalized. However he highlights the problem that the incentive agreements could 

imply traffic companies will divide bus lines, so passenger will be register twice, and therefore carriers 

get paid by boarded passenger.  
 

Shortcomings in passenger compensation at disruption have emerged when the public transport has 

been dividing into several actors. Due to that management and operating of the railway relies on 

different performers and subcontractors it can be difficult to identify who’s responsible for 

compensation. Current regulations don’t support the train operators to get compensated from 

Trafikverket when disruptions depend on deficiencies in the infrastructure. The costs for the carriers 

have been estimated to 1 billion SEK annually by Tågoperatörerna. For the moment 

Näringsdepartemetet treats at how the railway companies should be compensated for this. They are 

today paying approximately the same amount in infrastructure charges to access the tracks. 
 

The capacity of the railway system is something which limits the free market due to limitations in how 

many trains that can be operated simultaneously on the tracks. Alexandersson claims that this has 

arose problems when regional and national traffic are competing for traffic access, therefore 

commercial and social procured traffic interests may conflict. Established operators sometimes claim 

the right to an attractive departure slot which the operator has run previously. 
 

As well Vagland, Alexandersson as Svensson Smith conclude that liberalization has resulted in 

shortcomings obtaining statistical data from carriers. Information about the number of passengers or 

data of cancelled trains, that SJ or other operators do not release today. Alexandersson calls for a 

clarified role for Transportstyrelsen in managing the market surveillance. Hultgren would like to see 

any kind of authority managing the stations for supporting passengers with information at important 

interchanges in a similarly manner as it exists in Germany and France. 

 
Ticketing and payment systems in public transport 
In conjunction with liberalizing, request has been raised to gather all information on ticketing and 

travel options at a single place. Hultgren argues that this should be a prerequisite for a competitive 

transport market. Previous governmental investigations such as Konkurrens på spåret SOU 2008:92 

claimed that the public transport industry itself should be responsible in developing such a platform. 

Alexandersson's investigation raises in contrast, stronger criticism and proposes that the government 

should take hold of the problem. This ended up in forming a special investigation Res lätt med biljett 
headed by Åsa Vagland in spring 2014. 
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The ticketing system in public transport has been discussed over the years and the industry's previous 

attempts to unite for a standard in a common travel card have failed. Wäreborn describes the 

processes where all carriers had to change the agreed standard a little, which ended up in a variety of 

different standards. Even though the actors still have had difficulties to unite this time, Wäreborn is 

more positive that current collaboration will succeed. The project has already presented a common 

travel plan platform with integrated ticketing facilities that have been in operation since January 2015. 

Both Hultgren and Svensson Smith claim that an easy comprehensible ticketing and payment system 

is a prerequisite if public transport would be able to attract new customers. Today the ticketing system 

is perceived according to Hultgren as a great entry for unaccustomed travellers. It may even be 

perceived so prohibitive that you choose another mode of transport, he concludes. Vagland and 

Wäreborn are more cautious in their statements and are positive to the progress that has taken place, 

and the recent development in forming digital platforms for ticketing and information. Hultgren 

however claims that there is still a large group who do not have access or knowledge in digital services 

and calls for other channels that has to be developed. 

 

Hultgren and Svensson Smith call for a common national public transport card, functioned like the 

current Resplustillägget that can be purchased as a supplement to SJ's annual card today. This 

supplement costs approximately 15 000 SEK and gives access to all public transport throughout 

Sweden. Hultgren suggests that this annual supplement should be realised so it will be possible to 

purchase separately as well he proposes that the same card should be possible to buy as a day pass. 

Wäreborn notes that the industry does not investigate this option yet. Hultgren emphasizes the ability 

to do unscheduled journeys with public transport. He claims therefore it is important to ensure 

payment possibilities by cash or credit card on board. 

 

The role of the state 
The state does not want to interfere with decisions which the regions are responsible for today, and 

Hultgren argues that it is a problem particularly when regions do not want to cooperate. He explains 

that the increasing commuting cross the county borders already have expanded the labor market and 

widened the regional concept. Hultgren argues that this should be promoted and considers as a more 

efficient use of societal resources. By ensuring reliable communications it permits living in Arboga and 

working in Stockholm for example, he stresses. 

 

Hultgren claims that the state has an overall responsibility for public transport since it manages the 

infrastructure through Trafikverket. Svensson Smith agrees and argues for that a national body is 

essential for public transport to work properly in the regions. She claims the problem with regional 

representatives like the Stockholm County Council that does not care about their own public transport 

passengers and refuses to receive revenues from the congestion charge trängselskatten in order to 

ensure funding for the construction of the highway Förbifart Stockholm that the right wing political 

majority wants. Svensson Smith therefore would see a new restriction that prevents investment in 

anything that will make it more difficult to achieve the climate objectives. She also stresses that the 

state has good opportunities in transforming society, hence the Parliamentary Traffic Committee in 

annually distribute 50 billion SEK to Trafikverket. 
 

Wäreborn identifies a Catch 22 between Trafikverket and Näringsdepartementet. Since Trafikverket 
is waiting for missions by Näringsdepartementet and Näringsdepartementet is waiting for 

Trafikverket that they will provide a basis for developing mission. Svensson Smith claims that 
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Trafikverket has to be better guided through clearer formulations in the government’s appropriation 

directions. Vagland recognizes the problems controlling Trafikverket but she is still hesitant to the role 

of the state's overall responsibility for public transport. 

 
The role of a passenger organization 
The need of performing passenger surveys has been identified by Alexandersson's investigation. Also 

Vagland and Svensson Smith note that Trafikverket does not implement any qualitative 

measurements like passenger surveys. Svensk Kollektivtrafik’s passenger survey 

Kollektivtrafikbarometern is a comprehensive study involving approximately 50 000 randomly 

selected interviews, which gives it great reliability and ponderosity, Hultgren concludes. 

 

Hultgren argues that it would be appropriate if Resenärsforum could take over the responsibility for 

Kollektivtrafikbarometern. He stresses that the survey is made from a production perspective with its 

purpose for the carriers to try to discover ways in doing it more efficient. Hultgren also gets support 

from theories of passenger surveys and quality measurements in the public transport. Warsén and 

Göthlin argue that the quality concept is owned by the user but that passenger surveys are usually 

formulated by the service provider. 

 

The SP-method, which is described by Lindkvist-Dillén measures the willingness to pay or the price 

elasticity. If it would be used in passenger surveys there would be possible to measure how different 

forms of service improvements would effect on the ticket price, passenger would be willing to pay. 

Similar to that, Sauerwein et al. formulate their theories about passenger valuations. The primary 

basic is obviously the journey itself, but additionally performance and surprise attributes can be 

measured. For the journey reliability is the most important, which also is about confidence into the 

whole system. This reasoning can also be linked to the shortcomings due to the liberalization of the 

railroad when Trafikverket according the expert group of Resenärsforum (including scientists in 

railway engineering) found that Trafikverket lacking knowledge of their own infrastructure through 

the result of that monitoring and maintenance has been procured. The expert group proposes instead 

that the supervision and the urgent railway maintenance should be returned to Trafikverket. 
 

The new Public Transport Act requirements for consultations is highlighted as important by Hultgren 

that passengers could be part in the decision process in forming the regional traffic services programs. 

Through the consultations improvement proposals can be presented to the industry and also be 

contributed to strength the knowledge within the regional public transport authorities. Hultgren calls 

for a national traffic service program that takes into account interregional travel and handles common 

overarching issues that currently fall between the cracks. 

 

Structure and financing for a passenger organization 
Hultgren welcomes a stronger passenger organization but has no comments on whether it should be 

financed by adding a small supplement on the ticket price or if it should receive state funding. 

Wäreborn reason in a similar way but emphasizes the organization’s independence as important, 

although she could consider co-financing from the industry. However, she’s critical to the 

representativeness of Resenärsforum today but Hultgren invokes this is rather an expression of 

lacking of financial resources in the organization because it operates largely by volunteers. 
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Svensson Smith argues that through the new formulation in the Government's appropriation direction 

to Trafikverket, it is now possible for the authority to finance activity costs for non-profit 

organizations that aims are aligned to the national transport policy objectives. She raises that 

Trafikverket previously financed the National Society for Road Safety NTF previously by 12 million 

SEK annually. Svensson Smith does not consider any possible risks that might occur if the government 

funds a passenger organization would affect the organisation’s independence if it will be based on 

Trafikverket funding. 
 

Vagland argues from a bureaucratic view and questions whether a passenger organization would 

assume the structure of an authority and refers to the previous Government that was restrictive with 

instituting authorities, rather wanted to abolish them. She explains that if there would be a political 

initiative for organizing a governmental funded passenger organization Näringsdepartementet would 

probably appoint the benefits and problems in an investigation. 
 

 

5.1 Conclusions based on the research questions 
 

Is there any needs for a national passenger organization, and if so, what needs should it full fill? 

The needs for an organization that both is to provide consumers with guidance and as well operate 

investigative and informative and in addition manage advocacy, mainly derived from the liberalized 

market and the fragmentized organisation of the public transport. In Britain there was instituted a 

governmental funded passenger organization in conjunction with the liberalization of the British 

railways, Sweden should have introduced a similar passenger representation. However, the Swedish 

liberalization occurred during a longer time and the collaboration within the industry has mainly been 

based on voluntary collaboration. Slowly it has emerged dissatisfaction among passengers, industry 

representatives and the state. Several investigations have identified shortcomings and over time the 

tone has sharpened among the actors. This development also shows a supply for an independent voice 

that should represent the public transport passengers. These transport users also lacks financial 

support from its industry as a result of it mainly consists political bodies. When the planning paradigm 

is shifting from individual car transportation to public transport and infrastructure for biking and 

walking, advocacy for developing new societal models for also shifting infrastructure investments, 

there is definitely a need for potent predecessor for the public transport passengers. 
 
How should a passenger organization be structured and funded? 
A passenger organization with the foregoing described functions should have capacity for performing 

research based on passenger surveys collected from statistical significant questionnaires. The 

organization needs to contain labor force with skills in law (passenger rights), urban planning and 

public affairs. The simplest organization structure would be to continue in the form of a non-profit 

organization. Non-profit organizations can nowadays due to the new formulations in the appropriation 

directions be able to receive state operational grants from the Swedish Transport Administration 

Trafikverket and as well funding from the Swedish Consumer Agency Konsumentverket that finances 

different projects that Resenärsforum performs today. A Danish model with an extended authority 

would require a more extensive investigation of the responsibilities between different authorities. 
 

Could a more potent passenger organization facility the achievement of the national environmental 
objectives? 
As long as the organization could receive durable financing a passenger organisation could through 
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analytical capacity based passenger representation ensure identifying shortcomings and propose what 

needs to be improved. Also through surveys that concerns people not using public transport the public 

transport share may attract car users to and facilitate the achievement of doubling public transport's 

share that is consistent with the long-termed objectives to achieve necessary greenhouse gas 

reductions. A mote potent passenger organization may also get several ways to influence public affairs 

and could affect decision makers informally and formal to challenge investments in infrastructure 

based on former planning ideals for car traffic. 
 

 

5.2 Concluding reflections 
 

It exists a great consensus in the challenges we face concerning the climate change. Since the transport 

sector today are that dependent on fossil fuels and the energy consumption for cars is considerably 

higher compared to a public transport passenger, a shift from car traffic to sustainable transport 

systems to would be a key for the climate challenges we face today. 
 

The future needs of mobility will probably deal with a greater share of public transport, walking and 

cycling but contingent path dependency of recent infrastructure and scattered settlements that were 

planned for car use we will need great investments in infrastructure for the future society.  
 

Based on the theories concerning decision making there could also exist path dependency in social 

patterns in society of linking between decision makers and interest groups have been maintain 

structures that benefit powerful economic interests. Anyway it is interesting how changes in attitudes 

could achieve shifting in acceptance for societal changes. One example of this is how the growing 

biking trend in the urban areas has outranked car as a value symbol. 
 

The liberalization of the public transport market has in many ways been positive for passengers but in 

order to influence political decision the defragmentation has been devastating. Despite that 

deregulation has going on for such a long time in Sweden it lacks a cohesive national coordination for 

the decentralized public transport. 
 

A more potent passenger organization would not alone solve shortcomings in current system which 

makes public transport unreliable and difficult to access today. By taking advantage by good incentives 

as well private as public, a financially stronger passenger organisation could influence public, 

politicians, transport companies, industry, despite it would be a small organization, and may provides 

improvements in the Swedish public transport system. 
 
 

5.3 Further studies 
 

This thesis provides a glimpse of the problems that Swedish public transport handles today and the 

challenges it faces in the future. As several governmental investigations already stated, there is much 

to improve within organization between political bodies, the distribution of responsibilities dived 

through current authorities, and what structure and long-termed financing a passenger representative 

will have in the future. The first step would be continuing the internal work within Resenärsforum 

that investigate different possibilities for a permanent financed activity which also consider other 

forms of the organisation. There will be further discussions with industry representatives, and I hope 

that this thesis would clarify the situation of the need for a Swedish passenger representation today. 
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